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BECKER SAYS HE

USE

:

I

was every minute of the time and that
proof will discredit the state's witnesses who have testifeid as to his
movemeuts."
"We will sliow,"V.Vtr, llart.said. "that
I went to the Par afcecinlio with for-mer Dlstriit Attorney Jerome and db-- !
cussed the .case there with Becke,
We talked of Hose, too. Becker went
to the telephone and called up Rose,
and it was at that conversation that
LIEUTENANT Recker lmve Rose the trials 'J. If.' as HE TELLS SENATE COMMITTEE
POLICE
ACCUSED
the password to admit Rose at the
OUTLINES STORY 'HE WILL
CHAIRMAN'S "LIES" CAUSED
home of Harry Pollock.
We will
TELL IN COURT.
ASSAULT
prove Kose lied in almost every parwhile
ticular
he was on the stand.
"We shall' show that there was a JEOPARDIZED
WAS MIXED IN ND GRAFT
LIFE OF T. R.
for men to testify
public bidding
against Becker. We shall show these
DID
EVERY accomplices of the murderers, who ASSERTS REPUBLICAN LEADER IS
SAYS GAMBLERS
have already testified, determined on
THING THEY COULD TO
AN ASSASSIN OF CHARAC.
July 2!), to save their own lives and
INJURE fflM.
TERS
throw Becker over to the district

USED

it N((

FCORMICK

AS

1

A DUPE

SAYS

IDLLES IS TO
BLAME

law Reid, $20,000; James Speyer, $25,000; M. A. Banna (family), $15,000;
G. W. P., $100,000; F. J. Dryden, $10,

John Jacob :Astor,
tor Piatt, $10,000; G.

$5,000; Sena
V. L. Meyer,
Stotesbury, $25,000;

000;

E. T.
$25,000;
M. C. D. Borden,

James
vis.000;
Stillman, $5,000; A. G. Smith, for
Cuba Mall Steamship company,
S. J. Wainwright, $23,000; E. T.
Stotesbury, $25,000; H. II. Rogers,
Bethlehem Steel company,
$10,000;
$5,000; E. T. Stotesbury, $20,000; G.
W. P. (committee), $10,000; Ameri
can Can company, $10,000;
Robert
$10,-00-

Mathers,
$25,000;

$25,000;

E. T.

CITY EDITION

DEFEAT

$10,-00-

$50,-00-

DELAYS

Athens,

Greek Fleet Sails.
Oct. 18. The Greek fleet

JOHNSON

TALKS

has received orders to sail tonight
under sealed orders for an unknown
destination. . King George and Premier Vanivelos' paid a visit to the
ships today at Phaleron Bay and were
enthusiastically, acclaimed.
All the retail stores in Athens are
closed and the people flocked today
to the churches to attend special
FORCES ARE REPORTED HELD UP services at which prayers were of- VICE PRESIDENTIAL
CANDIDATE
fered for the success of the Greek
IN LAKE SCUTARI NEIGHIS TOLD TO CARRY ON

MONTENEGRI

I'ITII HOUNDED

ARMY

TEDDY

army.

BORHOOD

Stotesbury,
Union League Club of Phil
SUPPLIES

$15,000; Robert Bacon,
J. P. Morgan & Company,
J. H. Hyde, $25,000; 1. N. Seligman, $10,000; James Stillman, $10,- 000; E. H. Harriman, 50,000; H. C.
Frlck, $50,000; D.. O. Mills, $50,000;
H. McK. Twombly, $10,000;
E. T.

adelphia,

18, 1912.

;

.

-

THE WORK.

8ARATOGA MEMORIAL UNVEILED
Saratoga, N. Y., Oct, 18. In. the vil
lage of Schuyerville, where the Brit
ish army under Lord Burgoyne was
THIS MAY HAVE BEEN THE CAUSE surrendered to the Americana under
FOR STOPPING THE AD.
General Gates one hundred and thirty-five
VANCE
years ago, following the victor
ious battle of Saratoga, there was un
veiled today a handsome monument
PARIS PAPERS ARE FEARFUL to commemorate that event, which,
next to the surrender of Cornwallis
THEY THINK BLOODY WAR MAY at Yorktown, was the most important American victory of the revolu
ENSHROUD ALL OF EUROPE
tion.
SOON
Official representatives of all of
the 13 original states took part in
Preceding
London, Oct 18. Turkish and Bul- the dedication program
garian forces are both advancing to- the unveiling exercises there was a
PUfary parade,! in which ,'reg(ular
day and it is thought probable they
will meet somewhere in the vicinity troops from Fort Ethan Allen and
Mustapha Pasha, one of the few pass companies of militia and
COMING

SLOWLY

MEETING
TWO

IS MOST

C01IAL

PROGHESSIVE
LEADERS
APPEAR SATISFIED WITH
CONDITIONS.

"One of the men indicted for mur- STORM OF PROTEST ARISES Stotesbury, $10,000; C. W. Perkins,
ROOSEVELT
IS
IMPLYING
der in connection with the crime will
$30,000; J. H. Schiff, $5,000; F. J
was
that
in
he
close
thrown
Whitelaw
Dryden, $25,000;testify
Reid,
THINKS THAT FACT IS A PROOF contact with
SOLONS
DECRY $10,000; G. W. Perkins, $5,000; Nich
HIS TEMPERATURE
IS NORMAL
these state's witnesses ASSEMBLED
SUCH UTTERANCES BY THE
.OF HIS INNOCENCE OF
and given every opportunity to save
olas Murray Butler, $5,000.
AND HIS APPETITE IS
his own skin by becoming a party to
THE CRIME.
This was the - list as put in evi
CHICAGOAN
EXCELLENT.
the plot in the Tombs to testify
dence. Dover testified he had sup
Is Jack Sulposed the "G. V. p." stood for George
New York, Oct. 18. The story against Becker. That man
Mc- Oct. 18. Medill
Washington,
Chicago, Oct. IS. "Keep the fight
livan. He has helped the newsboys
W. Perkins. Me explained he believwhich Lieutenant
Charles
Becker
Cormick of Chicago stirred up a sen
going" full blast, Johnson; don't
ing
men of the underworld.
and
the
ed
showed
list
the
and
in
repetitions
sation before the Clapp committee to
hopes to be allowed to tell on the
let our boys slack up in their work
show that these conspir
"We
shall
and
believed
accuracies
he
the
list
stand in his own defense was outlined
when he read a prepared state
because 1 can't be with them for a
ators had already gotten rid of Her day
without verification was of little
ment
today in a statement given out by
asthe
upon
touching
attempted
few days. Tell the people you speak to
man Rosenthal, one of the two men
value.
him.
organizations of several states I wish I could be out there
sassination of Colonel Roosevelt,
es through the mountains leading from
working
hated
in
most
of
Dover's
to
the
all
list
totalled
world,
$2,280,
up
took part.
"If I am permitted to tell my story they
it had been incited by the 018.
Bulgaria to Macedonia.
with you myself and that I certainly
and
that
to
of
does
This
not
rid
account
they
for
planned
get
repe
The oration at the unveiling was will
on the witness stand," he eays, "1
"falsehood of character assassins and
At the same time, the Servian army
be as soon as my doctors will let
titlons or inaccuracies.
can show how simple and obvious and the other man they hated, Lieutenant liars like Charles D. Hilles."
on the way to Uskup, where an- delivered by the Rev. Dr. Henry
is
me." This was Colonel Roosevelt'B
Becker."
chancellor emoritus of New
innocent, so far as I am concerned
"It is difficult for an ordinary man
other big battle is expected.
and encourageJerome is a Witness
CHASE STILL WEDDED.
York university. Governor Dix de- (parting Injunction
are the explanations of all my meetin the compass of ordinary language
reache'd
A
has
from
here
ment to Governor Hiram Johnson,
report
William T. Jerome, former district
New
A
an address
suit for di Vienna that the Montenegrin
York, Oct. IS.
to compete with the testimony of
ing and associations with Rose, us
accepting the progressive candidate for vice presiarmy livered
attorney of New York, was the first character
assassins and liars like Mr. vorce brought against Hal Chase, the suffered a bad defeat at Podgoritza,1 monument in behalf of the state of dent, when the latter left the presiing him as my stool pigeon in getting witness for the defence. He
said he Hilles
evidence
the
gambling
against
men, who because of their New York American league baseball on Montenegrin territory today. Mil- New York.
dential candidate at Mercy hospital
and Mr. Hart the evening after the
houses."
falsehoods incite
men to player, refceived a setback .today itary authorities express their belief
noon today.
at
went
murder
to
the
association
Bar
"Thel best evidence that I was not
actual assassination," was the pass when Supreme Court Justice Green-bau- that the Montenegrins have been
COLLEGE MEN TO PARADE
Mrs.
Johnson accompanied her
wheer
they engaged a private room.
returned the referee's report checked both to the north and south of
New York, Oct.
age which brought out a storm of proprofiting by my place as head of the
promises husband into the "oosevelt apartcame
in about 8 o'clock,'
"Becker
the decree Lake Scutari, or that
tests from the committee, in which recommending that
squad and was not plotting to mur
they have found to be the biggest campaign parade ments, and, after greeting the pasaid Mr. Jerome.
sought by Chase's wife be granted. it necessary to give their men a rest the metropolis has seen since the fader anybody so I could keep the job.
Chairman
Clapp
joined.
"Did you hear the defendant mentient, chatted with Mrs Roosevelt
are the requests I made to CommisThe reference to the attempt on Justice Greenbaum directed the refe- after the hard and continuous fighting mous "Sound Money" demonstrations while the candidates
heading the protion the initials 'J. H.' to anybody over
sioner Waldo almost every week from
Colonel Roosevelt's life was' incidental ree in the new hearings to examine in which they have engaged since the in 189G is scheduled for tomorrow,
ticket planned the im- party
gressive
the
Mr.
asked
Hart.
telephone?".
to Mr. McCormick's general statement the registers of hotels at which, it outbreak of hostilities.
the first part of this year to be rewhen the Woodrow Wilson College rmediate future
In short, - snappy,
The question was not allowed, nor
lieved of that command.
of campaign expenses of the progres- is alleged, Chase registered with a
ad- Men's league will march in procession
is
in
a
their
It
that
likely
delay
crisp sentences
was Mr. Jerome permitted to testify
a "blonde young wo- vance has been necessitated
"I made those requests because of
sive party in Illinois.
Substantially party of which
The conference continued less than
by the down Fifth avenue- - Candidates on
had heard Becker hold a telehe
that
man"
was
a
member.
it was as follows:
charges of graft and bribery and anyla'k of ammunition and provisions, the national and state tickets will haUan hour, but when Governor
of
with
one
conversation
phone
any
So far as I know, the cost of the
which the primitive transports of. the head the line. Morihan 1,000 stu- Johnson emerged his smile vas lost
thing else the gamblers could hatch. call. Jack Rose on the
telephone.
in Illinois was defraypri hv
'nmpaien
agaiiist me. I knew that no mi:r.
Montenegrin
troops have been unable dents are expected to be brought In in a determined look, a set brow and
WISCONStfTEACHSRS,
"Did you hear Becker say: 'No. Vou
Colonel Chauncey Dewey and myself.
ever had withstood such attacks and
Eau Claire,
Oct. i 18. Eau to keep to the requirement of the army from Princeton alone, and Yale, Col- a vigorous step which betokened reWis.,
are
until
where
you
you I gave Colonel
right
umbia and other colleges within a ra- assurance and
that every man in a place like mine stay
Dewey $16,000. In ad- Claire gave welcome to a host of vis- in' the field.
encouragement from
hear from me'?" asked Mr. Hart.
dition I gave not to exceed $10,000 to- iting educators today, the occasion
Notification that Bulgaria,
Servia dius of one hundred miles or so of his chief.
had gone to the wall before such atJustice Goff sustained Mr. Moss's ward
the maintenance of the Chicago being the opening of the annual con and Greece had declared war against New York) are also expected to partitacks sooner or later. I did not want
"He looks fine," said Governor
objection for the state and Instructed
Other democratic organiza Johnson. "I told him so, and I also '
to share that fate.
;
vention of the Northwest Wisconsin Turkey was given to the British for cipate.
general
headquarters, inclusive of
Mr. Hart to discontinue this line of
which was given
me by Teacha.'S' association. In point of at- eign office today by the representa- tions will also have detachments in told him not to worry; that we were
"I used Rose to get evidence
examination. The court then dismissline.
friends, butof which I kept no record. tendance the convention bids fair to tives of those countries.
were
against gambling houses. He was in- ed Mr. Jerome.
doing fine; that the people
dis"In
Ninth
the
to
do
I
had
ccjngressjonal
our
and
of
valuable
to
work
all
that
Its
'"he
fact
the
everything
eclipse
predecessors,
awakening
Police Commissioner Waldo testified
A HORRIBLE CRIME.
Ferdinand Issues Proclamation.
was not a voice in the dark idly callI possibly could to keep him in line."
trict, in which I live, I spent about sessions are to last two dav- - hh1 vill
next
Oct. 18. The
Alberta,
Carlstadt,
18.
A
Oct.
I
to
amount
in
addition
Sofia,
the
$2,500
Bulgaria,
be
striking
addressed by State Superintendent
Claims Gamblers Killed Rosenthal
ing, but a challenge to them to arise
"Did you direct Becker to raid Hergave Colonel Dewey. .Throughout tb$ C. P. Cary. Superintendent IW. Kl proclamation to the Bulgarian nation bodies of Mrs. Julia , Bokowski and to their own responsibility. He
Police Lieutenant Charles Becker's man
Rosenthal's gambling house in
campaign I was not actively concern Pearse of Milwaukee and other edu- has been issued by King Ferdinand. her two children, aged 9 and 2 years, laughed and told me I was making
defense to the charge of instigating
April of this year?" was asked.
In it he recounts the suffering o'. the were found in their home on the farm an argument to him in so speaking
the murder of Herman Rosenthal, the , "Yes, I directed him to obtain evi- ed with the collection or expenditures cators of wide reputation.
Macedonian Christians and the ef- of Mrs. Bokowski, 26 north of here and suggested I save that to give to
convenof
whole
moneys
the
murwas
During
gambler, is that Rosenthal
dence against Rosenthal and others, tion
forts of the European powers to ob- today. The bodies were lying in a my audience today. I suggested be
the Taft people assiduously
dered at the behest of other gamblers and he raided
HUERTA TAKES COMMAND.
the place."
tain better treatment for them and pool of blood and the Indications are be in no hurry to get away from the
the lie that I am connected with
who hated him as a meddler and in18. General
Mexico City, Oct.
"It is stated that after the raid,"
the Harvester trust. I have never Huerta has taken command of the finally says that he has called nis that the woman killed the children hospital and that he had better see
former to the police. John H. Hart,
owned and do not own a share of Harpeople to arms only after the patience with a knife and then stabbed her- that he did not spoil his chances of
Becker's lawyer, in presenting his case
forces operating against of
(Cor.tluued on Paee Fivethe Balkan nations had been ex- self to death.
vester stock and do not expect to government
to the jury so declared today, adding
regaining health quickly by attemptthe rebels under Felix Diaz. No furhausted.
own
a
share.'
ing to get up and around too soon. 1
that he would prove Becker "is not
from
federal
the
ther defections
army
refE. Dover; secretary of the
The
a
with
Elmer
opens
not to excite him, but when we
proclamation
tried
innocent."
but
absolutely
guilty
to the rebels have been reported here.
erence to King Ferdinand's peaceful
we got to feeling pretty strong
republican national committee in Communication
talked
"We will prove," Mr. Hart said,
beis interrupted
"
of 25 years and says He had
1904, placed in evidence before the
and Mrs. Roosevelt and Mrs. John"that Webber, Rose, Vallon and
tween this city and 'Vera Cruz. Ev- reign
hoped that it would continue.
son had to stop us."
Clapp committee today what he said
Schepps conspired, independently of
erything is 'quiet nere.
The proclamation says:
a
to
the
of
list
contributions
wa3
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt awoke
motives,
Becker and with independent
TO
OF
"Our love ef peac rs now exhaustcommittee, given him by the late Corat Mercy hospital today shortly beto murder Rosenthal. After Rosenthal
ed. To succor the Christian people
nelius N. Bliss, it itemized contrifore 7 o'clock
full qf vigor. His
was murdered and they were rid 3f
JOHNSON AURESTED ON of Turkey there remains
to us no othbutions by E. H. Harriman, $100,000;
nurse hastened into the colonel's
one of the two men they hated most
DEATH
er means that to turn to arms. Our
"H. H. R,",' $100,000; J. P. Morgan
room and was assured he had had a
In the world they conspired to get
& 'Company,
CHARGE OF ABDUCTION work is a just, a great and a sacred
$150,000;
George J.
rid of Becker, the other man they hat"perfectly bully night." His temperone.
With faith in the protection
Gould, $100,000, and many others.
ature then was normal.
ed, by false evidence and perjured
and support of the Almighty, I bring DYING CRIPPLE DECLARES , ON
CIRCUMSTNCES
INDICATE THE
Dover said he had made nis list
Last night brought Colonel Roose
testimony."
SUICIDE OF LESTER
DEATH RED: "I'M SOWS.
velt more sleep than he has had since
shortly after the close of the 1904 NEGRO CHAMPION IS BROUGHT to the cognizance of the Bulgarian
Mr. Hart added that the defendant
BRIDAHA-M-.
nation that this is a war for humane
INTO COURT FOR SERIOUS
GOOD AFTER ALL."
he was wounded.
campaign from a book which Mr.
Shortly after 11
had no connection with the gun men
said
his
Dover
CRIME
see.
him
list
Bliss
let
alrights. I order the brave Bulgarian
o'clock last night he dropped the
and that Rose, Vallon and other
Denver, Colo., Oct. IS. The body undoubtedly contained errors made in
army to march on to Turkish terriGary, Ind., Oct. 18. "I guess I'm book he had been reading, Mrs.
leged conspirators had admitted Beckcomin
his
18.
Oct.
of
a
never
had
identified
some good after all."
that
Jack
man,
he
tory.
and
Johnson.,
by
Chicago,
Mr.
papers
Roosevelt retired to her room, the
copying
er's innocense. As to Jack Rose,
LeBter
as
B. Bridaham, until pared it with the original. The larg- champion pugilist, was charged with
with
"Forward.
God
be
the
were extinguished and he fell
May
pocket
you."
would
Billy
Rugh,
cripple
defense
lights
the
Hart declared
member of a large wholesale est contributors shown on the list abducting Miss Lucile Cameron, agod
whose withered leg was amputated asleep, not to awaken until 4:30
prove that "he had lied on the stand recently
$10,000; 19, in a warrant sworn out by the
France Fears Big War.
to save the life of. a girl by a skin o'clock this morning, when his clini
Carnegie,
drug firm here, was found early today were Andrew
in every particular."
Roswell girl's mother, Mrs. F. Cameron-FalconeParis, Oct. 18. Now that war in grafting operation at a hospital here, cal record was taken for the only
Five witnesses for the defense were in the second floor of the Colorado George J. Gould, $100,000;
S. D. Wainwright,
of Minneapolis, today.
Mrs the Balkans has formally begun th spoke these words this morning and time during, the night.
evidently had Miller, $20,000;
sworn within an hour after Mr. Hart building. The man
'
Cameron-Falcon15' is said the colonel now suffers '
appeared with an French press insists on the necessity then died. Pneuhtonia was said ..by
concluded hi address. One of them, fallen from the sevenths floor, but $25,000; E. II. Harriman, $100,000;
C'.:
E. T. Stotee-bury- '; attorney before Municipal Judge Wells of a complete
wT
whether
intent
accident
no
the
$50,000;
to
the
, had
the
been
have
accord
by
among
he
that
pain because of pressure of the '
physicians
S.;Mellen,
testified
Alexander Luban,
not been determined.
Investigation
Philadelphia, $35,0001 S. F. who signed the warrant. The mother European powers. The fear is ex- cause of - death. The ailment, how- bullet against his fractured rib. The
would not believe "under oath," his
S J. Wain- became hysterical when she faced her pressed that should antagonism de- ever, resulted directly from his self- - rib itself is believed to be mending
by the police strengthened trie suicide Wain wright, $30,000;
brother, Morris, a state witness.
"
Bridaham
N,'.
Mrs,
a
$20,000
velop among the nations of Europe sacrifice, having been due to Irrita- rapidly. "When he awoke this morn
p, fpr, P. R., dauughter in the police station.
wright,
theory. Early today
Defense Opens its Case
H.
"I
C. W. Knowles, an uncle, $25,000;
L.
ar
would
as
V.
$20,000;
see
the result of the opportunities for tion of the lungs by the ether that ing, the colonel wondered whether
E.
rather
Meyer,
you
telephoned
spend
in
the
case
The-- defense opened its
husband had secretly left H. R. and J. D. vv $100,000; R. S. your life in jail than one. day in thi aggrandizement arising out of the was given him when his leg was cut the attending physicians would de
Becker trial today. Attorney Hart in that her
Howes International Harvester com- company of that negro," Mrs. Cameron-Fal- trouble in the Balkan peninsula, the off to furnish the skin for the body cide to remove the bullet. He said
their apartments.
his opening statement said:
conet
enworld may see the bloodiest war in ot a person whom he had never if it was extracted he would have It
cried.
it
pany, $20,000; E. T. Stotesbury,
Bridaham,
appears, gained
"The defendant denies any particiP. committee,
The
W
$100,000;
the
to
G.
without
down
broke
the
seen.
trance
her
and
girl
Rosenbuilding
history.
tjirew
gilded and made into a pocket piece.
pation in the death of Herman
of the ajnitor or elevator J. P. Morgan & Company, $100,000; arms around her mother
since
and
no
had
relatives
knowledge
Rugh
evidence
Shortly after the colonel awoke he
the
that
thal and will prove
Johnson was arrested at his home
and went to the seventh floor. H. W. Kendall, $20,000; Chancey A.
Peace Treaty Signed.
coming to Gary a tramp several years was given a sponge bath and alcolol
submitted against him is absolutely pilot
Oct. 18. The ago he had made his living selling rub. He said he was ravenously hun
window on this floor directly above Dpew, $100,000; J. P. Morgan & In West Thirty-firs- t
street and taken
Ouchy, Switzerland,
false. As to Luban, who claims to A
J.
in a taxicab to the city hall station, final draft of the treaty of peace be- newspapers on the streets. He had gry and was almost positive the fare
was found had been Company
$50,000;
the
where
(additional),
body
will
we
have witnessed this murder,
where he was detained until his tween Turkey pnd Italy was signed to he trusted for the first bundle of allowed would not- prove to be half
mu- opened and fresh shoe prints were H. Hyde, $25,000; J. F. Dryden,
prove that Luban never saw the
G. ball bond, placed at $800 was arranged at 3:30 o'clock this afternoon.
'$10,000;
on
sill.
Lewiston,
the
iAdolph
found
papers with which he started busi- enough. He declareo a steak and a
rderthat he was in Brooklyn at the
V. L. Meyer, $10,000; G. and N. W. for.
so
Johnson
was
ness.
later
released
The girl, Miss Ethel Smith, couple of chops would about fill the
Luban's
this
by
time. We will prove
Greeks Leave Trinidad.
for whom he sacrificed his leg and bill.
McFARLAND IS ACQUITTED.
Hughlin, Illinois, $25,000; F. B. Wil- for. Johnson was later released so he
own brother. We will prove that
Trinidad, Cal., Oct. 18. Thirty later his life, had buan terribly burnWith the danger of blood poisoning
Newark, N. J., Oct. Oct. 19. Alli- liams, New Orleans, $20,000; Hawa- The pugilist asked to see Miss CameVallon and Schepps
Webber, Rose,
ron
iian Sugar Planters' association,
and procure her lease on bail bu( Greeks, mostly miners employed in ed in a motorcycle accident
was
this
M.
McFarland
son
It is virtually pastj, the physicians weru
acquitted
independRosenthal
kill
to
conspired
this district, left here last night for just two days since her recovery ad- willing for the first time to agree to
G.V. L. Miller, $10,000; Clar- his request was refused.
own in- afternoon at his second trial on the
ently of Becker,, each with his
N.
Isaac
IT. MacICay, $la,000;
Johnson
ence
wife.
their native lan7Ti to enlist against vanced sufficiently to permit her re- ai comparatively speedy release from
a
he
his
murdered
cash
$80p
that
gave
bondyof
charge
dependent motive for so doing.
a
was
$10,000; J. H. Schlff, $25, He is scheduled to appear in ciurt for Turkey. It Is said more will leave moval home from'
verdict
the hospital in
Seligman,
by
jury
returned,,
The
the
of
"As to the day and night
White- - a hearing tomorrow.
000: A. D. Julliard, $10,000;
within a week.
which Rugh died.
In the supreme court. ..
(Continued on Page Five)
Becker
where
murder, we shall prove

ASKED

TO

BE
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IERCHANT JUMP

GIVES

INSTANT

HIS

LIFE

FOR THAT

ANOTHER

'
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,
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$20,-00-

$25,-00-

$10,-00-
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IAS VEGAS

TWO

DAILY

OPTIC, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1912.

tion of Santa Fe might be proud. jThe
CHILD BADLY
Los Vegas Optic, with its 1,800 circu
lation, has the same press report, secured at the same heavy expense, a
news service adequate to a city of
1
BURNED Oil LEG
twice or thrice its size. The same
statements apply with even fereater
Skin
Between Knee and Ankle.
force to the two daily newspapers
bf New
Cuticura
Red.
chief
Dark
in
the
Loose.
city
published
Leg
Mexico; and while they make a much
Ointment Entirely Cured Her.
better showing they no less forcibly
SILVER CITY BOY HAS AN EXCIT
200 Fuller St., Kedwood. CaJ. "My
HERALD TELLS point the moral.
ALBUQUERQUE
IN
comENCOUNTER
daughter tipped a basin of hot
NQ
has
local
paper
The
morning
WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH
on her leg between knoe and ankle.
water
DARK.
and
THE
the
mented on the enthusiasm
NEW MEXICO.
Bhe wa burned so badly. In places as large
as a man's hand, that the skin was loose.
high ideals of the owners of the EvenSilvr Cltv. N. M Oct. 18. Fred The appearance of the leg was dark red.
moves us to the
and
it
Un18.
Herald;
N.
ing
M.,
Oct
Albuquerque,
of As I applied the Cutlcura Ointment at once
der the caption of "The Matter With observation that for lo, these many Shipley, the 17 yea! old Bon
and put on a bandage. I removed the
a
A.
had
runuiug bandage
Shipley,
hours later, opened
twenty-fou- r
New Mexico," the Albuquerque Her- years the publishers of all the daily sessor J,
and the water blisters, applied more Cuticura
ald publishes the following editorial: papers of the state must have had a fight with a burglar laBt evening,
Ointment and bandaged again. The akin
supply of enthusiasm and while he did not succeed in landln?
aid not come off and I did this until she
, With all due regard to the people generouB
him
he
his
gave
man,
to
certainly
continue
Ideals
furnishing
lofty
was completely cured. I did not let ber
New
of
Mexico,
of this great state
view warm time for a few minutes. As it walk much until It was healed. She did
in
news
service
their
splendid
and speaking broadly In behalf of the
day. and after
of the astonishingly small apprecia was he fired two shots at the man not complain after the first
was put on, slept
Cutlcura
Ointment
the
profession, the Herald believes that tion showed
If
either
with a .22 caliber pistol, and
by the people.
as usual. The scars are gone; Cutlcura
they had better begin reading the
We believe the showing Is not one took effect it was not sufficient to Ointment entirely cured her." (Signed)
,
newspapers. ,
state may be proud, and stop him. The encounter shows that Mrs. E. O. Chapman, Mar. 12, 1912.
The Bworn circulation statements of which the
is not, too much to say that young Shipley has all the nerve of
of the six daily newspapers of the think it
will be better off when older and more experienced burglar ITCHING AND BURNING SPOTS
Mexico
New
0
state show that a total of about
citizens
her
give a more generous fighters.
Spreading All Over Face. Sometimes Sores.
of the
people, or one twenty-thir- d
Young Shipley and Charlie Marriott
to the home institutions
support
Gaston, Ore. "I had ltehlng and burning
New
of
Mexico,
345,000 population
labor unceasingly for the ad rode home in T. A. Lowe's auto short- spots all over my face. It came out In
are on their aggregate subscrltpion .which
burned all the
vertisement of the advantages of the ly after 6 o'clock, and Fred went into rough places and itched and
list.
all over my face.
was
spreading
It
time.
fam
as
the
feed
to
the
dog,
commonwealth and the developing of his house
Sometimes there were sores, and they were
This means that less than four per
Sunshine ily is away. He then noticed that a red and Inflamed. I washed the affected
cent of the people of the state, sup the resources of the great
screen window was open. He called parts off with the Cuticura Boap, then
v
state.
I only put It
port their daily newspapers. It Is a
New
of
Charlie and they examined the place applied Cuticura Ointment.
believe
the newspapers
We
on three times and the sores were all gone."
showing which we believe is worse
reason of their enterprise as well as they could without lights. (Signed) Chas. Wahl, Dec. 27, 1911.
than in any other state of the union; Mexico by
form one of There was no sign of any intruder,
Cutlcura Soap and Cutlcura Ointment are
their
and
no
other state in proportion
and in
so they closed the window. A short sold throughout the world. Liberal sampleAd-of
for
advertisements
the
best
possible
to the size of the towns where the paeach mailed free, with 32-- Skin Book.
the state; and they merit and should time afterward Fred returned to get dress
"Cuticura, Dept.T, Boston.
pers are published, do the people reTender-faced
men should use Cutlcura
times greater sup- something In the house, and hearing
ceive such splendid newspaper ser- receive a hundred
he grabbed the pistol. He Boap Shaving Stick, 25c. Sample free.
the
at
present
footsteps
than
get
they
port
vice. New Mexico is unique in this
heard the man drop to the top of
.
time.
regard; and in appreciation of this
the cistern and caught a flash oi
remarkable enterprise and this phedark clothes. He called to the man
news service, the
nomenally good
to stop and then fired. By this time
HUSBAND LEAVES WIFE.
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
proper thing for the people of the
it was quite dark, and evidently the
state to do is to give more generous
Albunueraue, N. M., Oct IS. Isa
shot went wide. Charlie Marriott
f
support to the dailies than is given In dora Baca de Walters filed suit in heard the shot, and
getting his gun
Santa
Fe, N. M., Oct. 18. The
other states. But exactly the reverse the district court today asking a di- chased around
by tae' Spitzley house
is true.
appointed W. S. Gilliam and
vorce from her husband, Joe S. Wal- in
of getting the burglar as he
hopes
E. Lester of Mesilla Park, N.
and
Francis
desertion
Roswell
instance!
for
the
the
ters,
Taking up
charge being
came out on that side. Shipley caught
road
of the county
members
M.,
Morning News, published in the most abandonment. The suit was filed by another
glimpse and took another board of Dona Ana county.
disThe
Collins.
and
most
J.
H.
plaintiff shot at his man as he went over the
populous
prosperous
Attorney
Meets Today.
trict in New Mexico and one of the alleges that she and Walters were fence which separates the Shipley
The equalization board meets again
most fertile farming communities in married by a Justice of the peace in and
yards. Over the fence this1 afternoon.
the United States, we find this daily Old Albuquerque on October 13, 1910. after Haggerson
him young Shipley went, but
Loan Commissioners
has a circulation of 1,575. Yet the jx week later Walters left for parts
being evidently an old hand the
The board of loan commissioners
Roswell Morning News, with the full unknown, taking his belongings with
had made a slick getaway,
is meeting today at the office of Atleased wire service of the Associated him, and has not been seen or heard prowler
for neither he nor Charlie Marriott,
General Frank W. Clancy.
Press, furnishes to its subscribers the of since.
who was on the other side of the torney
Indians Here.
the
for
Bame service received by the people
H.
Lester filed suit today
F.
block, got another sight of him.
Indians were brought from
Three
of Denver, or San Francisco, or Los Richardson Dry Goods Co., of St.
The burglar was probably a hangerSan Juan county as a result of the
Angeles or Indianapolis. It Is a safe Joseph, Mo., versus the Foote com- on to the'
circus, since the crime oc
assertion that no other town in the pany. The plaintiff asks J802.31, al- curred before the circus train had disturbance up there a few days
United States of 6,000 population gets leged to be due for goods and mer left town. He was a
ago.
persistent hornWill Measure Heat.
the same news service that Roswell chandise sold the defendant on June
bre, for on his second visit he had
Much interest has been aroused
does.
20, last.
window
and ripped
gone to another
over the visit here of H. H. Kimball,
The Roswell Daily Record, the
A. B. Walker and Frank McKee, exthe "Screen off it. He did not get
evening paper, furnishes a similar ecutor of the last will and testament away with anything unless it was a professor of meteorology at Washing
ton, and in charge of the solar radiawire service in the afternoon ; and its of John D. Torlina, deceased, filed bullet.
madt! by the gov
tion
circulation is even smaller than that suit today against Hilda Miller, et al,
ernmeVt. Solar radiation may seem
of its morning contemporary. Both the purpose of the suit being to obto be a theme of interest only to
ELECTRICAL MEN TO MEgT.
papers would be a credit to a town tain permission of the court to ob, of 25,000
tain certain property, the proceeds
people.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 18. Electricial weather observers, us It Is of vital
The Santa Fe New Mexican, with from which sale will be used to pay engineers employed by all of the lead Importance to many others. No man,
only 1,015 subscribers, is another Indebtedness against the estate.
ing railroads of the United States for instance, would try to grow sug
in
instance
and
sued
The First Nationa tank today
Canada are expected to attend ar beets in a new locality without trystriking
point; furnishing
the full Associated Press report, well Benigna Mora de Sals and Filomena the fifth annual convention of the As- ing to ascertain the intensity of sunhandled, with additional syndicate Mora to recover f 1,000 alleged to.be sociation of Railway Electrical En- light on which the sweetness of the
service which makes it a paper of due on a promissory note given to the gineers, which will assemble in this beet depends.
'
which any city of thrice the popula Bank of Commerce on July 14, 1911.
Professor Kimball has brought with
city next week.
him a machine which is called a Marvin pyrheliometer and which is the
third to be installed in weather bureaus of the country. It looks like a
wooden ball with an aluminum tube
attached to It r.nd Is really a l)ot
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OUR
50th ANNIVERSARY SALE
CONTINUES ALL THIS MONTH
Shrewd buyers will recognize this sale as an unusual opportunity to

Save Money On

AH

Purchases

of
On every cash purchase of $10.00 or more during our Anniversary sale we will give a discount
will
get
when
you
10 per cent. That means you can supply all your Fall needs early in the season
are now
the greatest good from your purchases and save 10 per cent of the purchase price. The stocks
complete with excellent varieties, making a choice easy.

Women's

Ready-To-We-

Garments

ar

Well
desirhave
every
tailored from the best materials and along the best, most approved style lines they
able quality. Our variety is good and every garment Is positively EXCLUSIVE in style. Try these
posgarments on at your earliest convenience and see for yourself the beauty and excellent style they
Coats and Suits possess the maximum

Our "Wooltex" and "Printzess"

sess.

In style and service.

'

,

EVERY GARMENT GUARANTEED FOR TWO SEASON'S

WEAR

.

Frankel Fifteen Suits and Overcoats

-

gov-ern-

Are well made from all wool fabrics and the best linings and

$15

innerlin-lng's- .

$15

Every garment

Style, fit and quality are all any man could ask.
guaranteed to give satisfactory service or you get a

New Suit Free

t

50th Anniversary Specials 50c

-

FOR FRIDAY AFTERNOON ONLY
Stevens' crash

bleached on unbleached, wor

In

for 60 cents.

per yard, for Saturday afternoon only,

5

yards

-

Striped gingham petticoats of good quality, worth
50c each,

Vlc

for Saturday afternoon, two for

,50c

New Percales in light or dark patterns, 36 inches
wide, worth 12c, for Saturday afternoon, 5 yards

for

....

....50c

!

Laa Veas'Leadin Store

Buster Brown

?

Shoes

"TV

Buster Brown

C7

For Boys

Shoes

For Girls

1

Eetablished

South SidcPko.

1862

Coffee Poisoning

is a. frequent cause of

and ailments.

many human aches

Bui people seldom lay the blame where it belongs until troubles multiply and the

'

'

doctor says 'quit coffee'
4

The coffee drinker who is'annoyed by headache, nervousness, indigestion, heart palpitation, biliousness or lack of sleep, can prove to a certainty whether coffee is the cause by stopping it ten days and
using
SLEEP DESTROYERS.
Tea and Coffee.

This healthful beverage, made entirely of choice Northern
wheat and the juice of Southern

sugar-cane- ,

fee but contains no caffeine, the

habit-formin-

tastes much like
health-destroyin-

cof-

g

drug in both tea and coffee.
Everyone can drink Postum with fullest benefit.
Thousands of former tea and coffee drinkers have found it a
means of regaining health and increasing their comfort.

"There's

a Reason"

.

Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Cattle Creek, Mich.

She suffered from nervousness by
day and sleeplessness by night.
"Up to three years ago," writes a
young woman, "I was in the habit of
drinking coffee freely and did not
realize that it was injuring my

health," (tea contains caffeine the
same drug found in coffee) "till I was
suddenly made the victim of nervous
headaches so violent that I was compelled to give up household activities
and stay In bed much of the time.
Then insomnia came upon me and
the wretchedness of sleepless nights
waa added to the agony of painful
days...

measurer, determining the intensity
of the radiant energy received from
the sun.
This machine is used 'argely in
determining very high temperatures,
such as those of furnaces and the
like.
It was started to work this morning on the third floor of the Capital
City bank building where the weather
bureau is loci ed. An electrical at-

tachment furnishes the machine energy to keep up with the sun, turning toward the King of Day as the
great luminary sweeps across the
heavens.
Professor Wilson said that the mas
chine recorded one and
calories to a minute on each square
centimeter of surface, which is not
exceedingly high for Santa Fe. The
explanation of this may be due to
the dust in the air this morning, lor
dust serves as a kind of parasol.
The visit of the pyrheliometer to
Santa Fe is another mark of the Interest of the world in this city for
there are but two other pyrheliomet-er- s
placed in weather bureaus In the
United States.
Professor Kimball will spend three
weeks here measuring solar intensity and instructing tie weather men
here on the working of the Marvin
marvelous measurer.
Born In New Hampshire, Professor
Herbert Plarvey Kimball was graduated from the New Hampshire college and later entered what Is now
the George Washington
university
from which he took two degrees. Ph.
D. in 1910. He was an observer from
1884 to 18S5 and assistant editor of
the Monthly Weather Review from
1901 to 1903; librarian from 1904 to
1908. He Is the author of numerous
and one of
papers on meteorology,
the world's authorities, on solar radi-

CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

(100,000.00

$50,000.00

xt-

J. M. Cunningham,
Frank Springer,

Qs

President
t.

N

y

jf

XjTjD.

T. Hosklns, Cashier.

'LAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

four-tenth-

Las Vegas SecvingsICBank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office

Wm. G. IlaydoD
II. W. Kelly

,

"This lasted until a year ago, when
I was persuaded by a friend to give
up coffee entirely and use Postum.
The result was, in less than a week
I began to feel the change for the
better, my nerves grew stronger and
I began to sleep nights. Day by day
the improvement continued and in a
short time I was restored to health.
My headaches left me, the nervousness passed away entirely, and I enjoy good, sound sleep at night,
"This is what I owe to Postum, and
I feel it but right to tell you of It."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Read the little book,
ation!
"The Road to Wellvllle," in pkgs.
(

with the San Migoel National Bank

D. T. Hoskins

President
Vice President
Treasurer

--

,

Interest Paid

A FATAL

BREAK.

Fort Sumner, N. M., Oct. 18. This
community was greatly shocked In
the sudden death of S. B. Whitlow.
Mr. Whitlow attended the fair at La
Lande, and was a spectator at the
horse races which were run on the
main street of that place. One of the
horses became unmanageable and ran
Into a crowd on tne sidewalk, Injuring several. Mr. Whitlow went to the

on Deposis

assistance of a boy that was hurt and
was himself kicked on the nose. He
walked to the doctor's office where
his wound was dressed, the doctor
stating that his nose was broken.
After having his wound dressed he
got in his buggy with his daughter
and started for home, but on the way
he became suddenly ill, and died iu
his daughter's arms before
reaching
town, where they started for treat

ment upon his sudden Illness.
Wm. A. Allen, Chacon,

N.

Mex.

writes: "My wife had a cough that
nearly choked her to death, the worst
eT?r eaw- - We tried
we
could think of but did everything
her no
By good luck I happened to get abotl
tie of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and It helped her at once. It
is the best cough medicine I
ever
u. u. scnaefer and Red
i-

iAS

YHAT NEW MEXICO BUILDING AT
SAN DIEGO FAIR WILL RESEMBLE
Structure Will Follow Lines of the Old Pecos Mission, as Was
Stated in The Optic Several Week's Ago Colonel Twitchell,
Member of State Commission in Charge of Exhibits at Both
California Fairs, Describes Plans Which It Is Hoped Will Be
Carried Out in Complete Detail.
It was by the name of
the pueblo where this
church tnd convent were built in 1609,
was first known to the Spanish explorers in the sixteenth century. Eighty
years before the Pilgrims landed on
the inhospitable shores of the New
England coast, the Spaniard had
visited this pueblo, and found there,
houses,
living In the
a community estimated by the historian of the Coronado expedition
and
other explorers who came later, at
from ten to twenty thousand souls.
The pueblo could muster and maintained a standing army at the time of
the coming of Coronado, of five hun-

Fe railway.
(By Ralph E. Twitchell)
No state In the Union wijl have a Cicuye that

more unique or interesting building at
Panama-Californi- a
exposition, at
San Diego, in 1915, than New Mexico.
Originality is the keynote of the San
Diego exposition, and if the recommendations of the New Mexico state
commissioners are carried out, New
Mexico wil hold first place In the ori-- j
glnality of Its building..
It is proposed to reproduce the old
Catholic Mission and convent at the
Pueblo of Pecos. The Idea is unique
In Its conception and the building itself will prove an attraction unsurpassed at any exposition yet held in America.
Th interior of the church proper
will be used for assembly purposes.
Here will be shown by moving pie-tu-e
films, all of the Industries of
the state; cattle, sheep, horticulture
and agriculture, her mines, cities and
towns, irrigation enterprises, her forests, lumber mills, coal and coking
plants, mountain scenery, the cliff
dwellings and the great communal
houses of the Pajarito plateau, in fact
everything which will serve to advertise the diversified resources of the
state and the opportunities to be
found awaiting the investment of capital
Properly installed in the heavy
walls of the interior of the church
will be found one of the most interesting archaeological, ethnological and
historical exhibits in the world. Old
paintings of priceless value, relics of
the Conqulstadores and other interesting exhibits taken from the great
communal houses of the Pajarito plateau, under the direction of the New
Mexico state museum, will appeal to
the tourist, the scholar and the scientist.
rooms of the con'The twenty-sivent, adjoining the mission, surrounding two large patios, will be devoted to exhibits from each county of
the new Btate.
Every visitor to expositions heretofore held in this country knows that
the crowds are always to be found In
the vicinity of the 'side shows,' the
buildings devoted to the main exhibits
being comparatively deserted. In reproducing this historio monument, the
oldest church building in the United
States, New Mexico will present an
attraction unrivalled at any previous
In fact, no state but New
exposition.
Mexico,' can present such a building.
Competent lecturers, using the moving pictures, will daily tell the story
of our oldest and yet our youngest
sister. Dealing with her historical
past and brilliant future, the elements
of human interest will predominate.
The real stories of American civiliza
tion and progress will be heard within
the capacious walls of the New Mexico

the

many-chamber-

,

dred men.

Leaving Las Vegas on train No. 3
in the morning, or on train No. 1 in
the afternoon, the tourist is soon fascinated with the beauties of the landTo the right of the railway
scape.
line are the high mountains of the
Sierra Madre, the nearer hills and
slopes clad in the green verdure of
the pines, cedars and pinons. Swinging around the curves, quite frequent
between the City of the Meadows and
the crossing of the Pecos river, the
views are constantly changing. Leaving the Pecos the train speeds on to
the west and north. Over to the left,
towering high, is the Mesa de Pecos,
its Bides covered with dark pines;
to the right is the broad valley lying
between the table land and the Teco-lot- e
ridge. Here and there, throughout Its entire extent, are grouped the
green patches and clusters of cedar
made most attractive by the red soil
underneath. In the far distance, in
solemn grandeur , rise the snowclad
Truchas Peaks, silent sentinels of the
Pecos forest.
Passing the station of Rowe in a
few minutes, the ruins strike the
view. The old red walls, fast crumbling, stand boldly out upon the little
tableland, and just beyond and to
the north are two low brown ridges,
the remains of the old communal
where lived, at the time of
houses,
Coronado, more people than in any
other single community within what
are now the boundaries of the United
States.
Soon the summit of the Glorleta
Pass is reached. Down the mountain
side the train goes swiftly and, through
the rock sides of the Canon del
Apache, emerges upon the central
plain of northern New Mexico more
than six thousand feet above sea
level. To the southwest are the pic
turesque Sandia mountains, boldly
rising from the plain; to the west
far off, the dark blue heights of Jemez
ar.d the Valles. The train is stopped,
and the tourist, alighting, finds him
self at the most picturesque hostelry
along. the entire line of the Santa Fe
system, tne Ji uiaiz, in arcmieci.uie,
furnishing and finish, an exact rebuilding.
The ruins of the old Pecos church, production of the home of the native
the convent and the nearby pueblo of New Mexican of the better class dur
vil- ing the days of the Spanish or Mex
Clcuye, are to be found near the
ican domination.
Santa
of
the
line
on
the
lage of Rowe,
x
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Reliable All Around
Household Remedy

Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
is used in Mr. Agors home
as the family medicine. He
has used ilmost successfully
for bowel troubles, nervous
ness and colds.
It should be in every family
medicine chest the very
best for emergencies. Used
for over half a century.

MR. JOHN AGOR.

In his letter he says: "I have
used Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
in my family for the last eight
years. It is certainly a wonderful
remedy for colds, bowel trouble and
nervousness. We take it as an
household remedy and fed
sure it can't be beat." John Agor,
R. F. D. No. 3, Hammondsport,
N. Y.

imv s Pure Pali Whiskey
is'an 'absolutely pure distillation of clean, selected grain, carefully
.
as far as nrqsiliip
r
.
fA a&o in. rpmnvp
, all
- ininrimis
,
t
malted and so
of
the
the
for
supplying,
purpose
manufactured
It is
elements
with a reliable tonic and stimulant and
proi-csac-
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the old beams of the church were
uuaintlly carved. This fact Is mentioned by the toioraphlcal engineer of
the army of occupation in 1846. That
the old church has not entirely disappeared, being carried off adobe by
adobe, is a mystery.
The walls of the structure have ,an
average thickness of five feet. The
adobe bricks were made in the same
manner as those of today. Wheat
strawi is found in their composition,
also Bniall pieces of obsidian atd broken pottery. The adobes undoubtedly
were made close to the building Itself.
On the right side of the arroyo, near
the ruin, there is a deposit of red clay,
like that of which the adobes in the
church are made. A very large area
of this red clay appears to have been
excavated and used for the purpose of

Frca

Severe Lung TrcsMe
While we nil know Hint plenty of freah
air and Rood food are ut'cenwiry to persmii
suffering from lung trouble, something
mure Is needed to bring about full lieallli.
Kckninn'8 Attentive is u medlclue for
Ibroiit and lung trouble, and so many
reports liitve beeu reoeivod Hliowlug that
It urotiKtit ubout good remilts In a number
of esses wlileh were declared hopeless,
that all sufferers who are not lieuelllliiK
should, at least Investigate.
otherwise,
whut It has done for others.
It may be
the menus of restoring you to health. Investigate this ease:
Madison Ijike. Minn.
In Oeeeinhrr, 11KH. and
"Gentlemen:
March, ltKKi, I was taken with heiuor-rh"S- "
of the lungs, whleh confined me
several "veeks eaeh time to my bed. These
left me ve,, weak ami I roughed at nights
and eould not sleep. My appetite also
failed uie. My doctor advised me to go
West. 8o, In September. WW, 1 planned
to go, but I had four more hemori liases,
which put me In bed fur Ihree weeks,
"In November 1 started for Denver, Col.
After my arrival. I met Michael llrody,
who, utKUi learning of my condition, urged
me to take Krkinan's
In
Alterative.
about two mom lis. I bettan to feel better.
I kept on taking the medicine ami Improved fast. In March. l'.UO. I returned
home. I think 1 am entirely well have u
good appetite ami sleep well. When I left
Denver my weight was 1HO pounds. I
now weigh Hi,',, my normal weight.
I
thank God and your Alterative for my
health.
If I can help any other person
suffering from Tuberculosis, I will gladly
do so,"
(Sworn affidavit I PAt'L L. FASNACHT.
Reknian'a Alterative Is effective In Bronchitis, Asthma, Hay Kever; Throat and
I.nng Troubles, and In upbuilding the
system. Does not contain poisons, opiates
or
Ask for booklet
drugs.
telling of recoveries, and write to Kckman
Laboratory, Philadelphia. Pa., for more evidence. Kor sale by all leading dniKBlsts
E. G. Murphey

making adobes. The fact that pieces
of pottery are found In the adobes
shows that the place where the adobes
were made was undoutedbly occupied
by habitations before the church was
constructed.
On my first visit to the old church
I took occasion to note the style of
carvings of the ancnt timbers.
These were all hand squared heww
with an axe. The oranments, scrolls
and friezes were very quaint. Today
all have been carried off and not a
Central Drug Cot,
vestige of the old timbers remain.
South of the church was a wall,
The traveler who would driuk in made of
adobe, which, with the wall
the beauties of the Glorieta Pass will onf the church seems to have formed
stop at the Harvey Inn over night be a covered
passageway.
Immediately
fore proceeding to an inspection of
is a terrace of red earth.
adjoining,
the ruins of the valley of the Pecos. Just what was located
upon this terBright and early In the morning race has fortunately been preserved
astride his native broncho, he pro to us
by the drawings made under
ceeds over the very trail followed by
the difection of Colonel Emory in
Hernando de Alvarado, the advance 1846.
It was a convent.
guard of Coronado's army, there and
To the north of the church is a wall
f
centuries before. The road
of broken stones. Thie mesilla has for
winds through rocky slopes, where
its terminal rough rocky ledges, and
the tall pines grow sparsely. The
this wall stretches across Us entire
The
In
the thickets.
encina appears
about one hundred and thirty
width,
opuntia bristles dangerously on all feet. Beyond the mesilla are the
smaller
sides, and in the sands tbe
crumbled ruins of the old pueblo
cactus lies hidden.
structure.
lasl
Soon Canoncito is reached, the
There is a wall of circumvallation
but one of the old stage stations made
apparently of broken stones
on the Santa Fe trail. Here, on the
and earth. This wall was three thouprecipitous sides of the surrounding sand, two hundred ana twenty feet In
mountains, were built tbe Mexican deIt was about six feet high
length.
fences against the advance of Doniand a little ess than two feet in
phan and his Missourians in August, thickness. There was a
gateway on
1846.
In the little valley, known as
the west side, which was about 12
the Canon de los Tejanoa, (Texas
feet wide. There also was a tower on
Canon) is to be found the route of
each side, made of stone and mixed
the invading Texans when taken capwith earth. These towers were about
tive and hurried on to Santa Fe to 13
or 14 feet in diameter. Guards
explain to Manuel Armijo, then
were mounted in these towers night
rof the province, why the presiand day.
dent of the republic of Texas had
mentioned were
Inside the wall
his
an
into
sent
army of Invaders
houses of the
constructed
the
great
dominion. And just below the quaint
One of these houses was
pueblo.
location
of
is
little Catholic t Impel
the
and forty-fiv- e
the camp of the confederate forces about four hundred
sixty-thre- e
feet in width,
under Colonel Scurry, who was defeat- feet long,
and four stories high. In this struced at the battle of Glorieta by the
ture, according to the best authority,
Colorado
and
native
troops
gallant
there were no fewer than five hun
New Mexicans under the command of
dred and seventeen rooms.
These
Colonel Slopgh, during the civil war.
rooms were very nearly of equal size,
Here it was that the confederate supnine by sixteen by twelve. The ruins
ply train and ammunition wagons of this
house show that It was built
were blown up and destroyed by a
of stone, a red and gray sandstone.
small command led by Colonel Manuel
The ruins of the other building show
Chaves, a gallant and loyal American
that It was at least as large as, if not
soldier and Indian fighter of the old
than the one mentioned. The
larger
days, the friend of Bridger, Carson, second ruin contained
beyond all
Maxwell and Beckwith.
six hundred rooms.
doubt
nearly
Proceeding up the line of the There were two other
large houses
old Santa Re trail, Glorieta is soon
and several smaller structures inside
reached and in a few moments the old
the wall.
stage station kept by the-- French trap
The earliest traditions as to the
per. Pigeon, now a crumbled ruin, is
pueblo of Pecos came down to us
Koslow-skl'an
half
hour
passed. Within
Pedro de Castaneda, a solold ranch is in view, and then a through
in ,Coronado's army! in 1540.
dier
boldruins
stand
and
the
short gallop
The Indians told him that a few
ly out upon the mesilla. A wide ciryears prior to the coming of the
becular depression strikes the eye;
yond, flat mounds covered with scattered and broken stones; further, distinct
foundation, rectangles enclosed by or
originally founded upon thick wails
of stone; immediately to the north,
more broken walls of stone, and above
them all, on a broad terrace of bright
red earth, completely shutting off the
site of the old pueblo dwellings, may
be seen what is left of the ancient
The best fried chicken you
Catholio mission of Peoos.
The building was a rectangle, orig- ever ate can be made with
inally about one hundred and fifty feet Cottolene.
In length from east to west and abou,t
sixty feet from north to south. The , Cottolene can be heated to
entrance was to the west, the eastern a much
higher temperature
wall still standing in part Twenty-fivs
were cap- than either butter or lard,
years ago the
ped by heavy lintels of hewn cedar. without
burning. It fries so
These long vsince have been carried
huntrelic
away by the vandal and the
quickly that little of the fat is
one-hal-

gov-ern- o

s

Fry Chicken in

ttleE2e

e

gate-way-

er.
,
the food
As late as 1858 the roof was still absorbed, preventing
upon the building. The church was being greasy. For this reason,
probably about 35 feet high. Accord- Cottolene-frie- d
food is more
ing to traditon it had but one belfry
one.
and a single bell, but a very large
healthful than food fried in
The Indians from the pueblo of San
lard.
Cristobal in 1680 carried It off, it is
said, to the top of the mesa, where it Cottolene is
was broken. A portion of this old bell
more economwas seen by me once at Pecos town.
ical
lard
What has become of it I don't know.
who took
Koslowski was the man
1
goes one-thir- d
down the roof of the old church. He
farther;
used the timbers In building outhouses for his ranch near by. He also attempted to dig out the corner stone,

and public in general and best. It
is a recognized specific to
purest
and muscle, and in the prevention and
build
body
and
blood
enrich the
but failed.
stomach troubles it has no equal. It makes
relief of coughs colds, and
In general the vandalism committed
and
the
young strong
vigorous.
the old feel voumr and keeps
since the American occupation of
ONLY
and

IvUhcmt fiaestion is the

by druggists, grocers
cttat ED BOTTLES
illustrated
DJW jwors wili send you advice and N.
Suest. The Duffy Malt Whiskey to., Rochester, Y.
boia in

18, 1912.

dealers, $i.oo
medical booklet New Mexico upon this ancient relic of
antiquity defies all description, All

butter or
than

costs very

much less
than butter.

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMFANT

Spaniards their pueblo had been attacked, unsuccessfully of course, by
marauding tribes from the north and
east.
Another tradition as to this pueblo
is that Montezuma was born there.
This Btory is the veriest rot. Not a
single chronicle up to 18G0 even mentions the story. The word itself Is a
corruption of
It may
be taken as conclusive that there is
no truth whatever in the legend that
when Mont,ezuma left the pueblo and
went south, he commanded that the
holy fire should be kept burning until
he should return. That the sacred
fire had originaly nothing at all to
do with the Montezuma legend is affirmatively determined by the earliest
It is believed that thp
reports.
whole story refers to the presence
of Coronado at th raeblo and his
promise to return.
The positive evidence as to this
pueblo comes to us .rough the historian of the Coronado expedition.
Francisco Vasquez
Coronado, after
the fall of Cibola and the assault on
the pueblo of Hawaikuh (Old Zuni)
sent his lieutenant, Hernando de Alvarado, with 20 men to visit the
puehlo called Ciuye. While occupying the pueblo of Hawaikuh, visiting
Indians from the pueblo of Cicuye
had come to Coronado and made him
presents, consisting of tanned hides,
shields and helmets. These hides
were of the buffalo. Alvarado reached Cicuye, having come by way of
the valley of the Rio Grand passing
by the present city of Albuquerque
and leaving the Rio Grande near the
present Indian town of Santa Do

M

YOU

TO CONSTIPATION?
HERE IS A SIMPLE WAY OF COR
BERECTING IT INSTANTLY
FORE IT BECOMES CHRONIC

Pe-tro-

th

the lands one league north, south,
east and west from their pueblo,
about nineteen thousand acres, all of
which became the common property
of the Indians.
On October 17, 169" Don Diego de
Vargas Zapata Lujan visited the1 pueblo and was received by the Indians
with demonstrations of great joy.
In the beginning of the eighteenth

century the TJte Indians introduced
Into what is now northern New Mexi
co, In the neighborhood of the pueblo
of Taos, a branch of the Shoshone
stock, the Comanches. These Indians
become a fearful scourge to the sur
rounding pueblos and continued to be
such down to the middle of the nineteenth century. They were In con
stant warfare with the Indians of the
pueblo oil Pecos. On one occasion the
Comanches killed every young man

S

-

life
Very few people go through
without some time or other being trou
bled with constipation. Thousands In- -'
jure themselves by the use of strong
cathartics, salt waters, pills and sim

ilar things

They have temporary value in some cases, It Is true, but the
good effect is soon lost, and the more
one takes of them the less effective
they become.
A physio or purgative is seldom nec
essary, and much better and more per

MR.

W.

BERT 8KINNER

manent results can be obtained by us tive tonic is that it Is suited to the
needs of every member of the family.
mild and
It is pleasant-tastin"Unlike
harsh physics it
works gradually and in a very 1)rlef
time the stomach and bowel musclei
are trained to do their work naturally
again, when all medicines can be dis
pensed with.
You can obtain a bottle aat any drug
store for GO cents or one dollar. The
latter size is usually bought by families who already know its value.
If no member of your family has
ever used Syrup Pepsin and you would
like to make a personal trial of It before buying it in the) regular way of a
druggist, send your address a postal
will do to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 415
Washington St, Monticello, 111., and a
free sample bottle will be mailed you.
Results are always guaranteed or
money will be refunded.

a conference

with the remaining

g.

LABOR WORLD NOTES.
I

I

Housemaids in Cleveland, O., have
organized a union.
Twenty-fou- r
staates have enacted
laws safeguarding machinery.
About eight million men are em
ployed in regular occupations in Great
Britain.
All the workmen employed In the
Fore River (Mass.,) ship yards will
basis November
go on an eight-hou- r

of the pueblo. They were
offered a home at Jemez and In 1840
the sole survivors Antonio,
Goya Juan Do:ningo and Francisco visited the Mexican civil government at Santa Fe, Don Manue.
Armijo, and declared to him their 4.
intention of abandoing the old puebSeventy schools in horseshoeing
lo, which they did, taking with them, with courses
ranging from one to six
according to tradition the sacred fire.
exare
members

Gre-gorl-

"which latter" Castaneda says, "are
common in this provnee."
When Coronado teft New Mexico
on his return
to New Spain, two
years later, two Franciscan priests re
mained behind. Father Juan de Pa
dilla, who was killed by the Indians
of Quivlra, and Father Luis, who remained at the pueblo of Pecos. Before
leaving the valley of the Rio Grande STOMACH GONEJAD
for New Spain,
Coronado sent to
Father Luis the remainder of the
SOUB, GASSY, UPSET?
sheep which he had brought from
New Spain for his army. This is
the last that is known of Father Luis WHEN 1,PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN" GETS
Pecos, then, was the first "mission'
IN STOMACH ALL INDIGES-

in New Mexico.
In 1582 and 1583, a Spanish explor
er, Antonio Espejo by name, visited
this pueblo. ' Gaspar Castano de Sosa,
captain general of New Leon, also
visited the pueblo in 1590, and on the
25th day of July, 1598, Juan de On- ate, the explorer and first general col
onization agent to .bring homeseekers
to New Mexico, visited "the great
pueblo of Pjecos, and two months
later, at the pueblo of San Juan on
the Rio Grande, near the mouth of
the Chama river, the Indians of Pe
cos pledged their fidelity to Spain.
There has been some speculation
as to the age of the old church at
Pecos. It is certain that the church
was not built at any time within the
sixteenth century. It was in all prob
ability constructed some time after
1629. This church was said to be the
finest in New Mexico at that time, 26
different churches and convents having been built by the Franciscans subsequent to the report made by Zarate- Salmeron.
The city of Santa Fe in
1667 had only two hundred and fifty
inhabitants, while Pecos at the time
of the Indian uprising of 1G80,
had
more than two thousand.
s
In 16S9 Don Domingo Gironza
de Crusate made a raid into New
Mexico and was assisted by the war
riors of the Pecos pueblo against the
other Pueblo Indians. As a reward
for this assistance, after his return to
of September,
El Paso, on the-251689, Cruzate executed a grant to the
Indians of Pecos, which embraces all

r

SUBJECT

ing a scientific remedy like Dr. Cald
well's Syrup Pepsin. It does not hide
behind the name of a fruit or a vege
table, hut is what it Is represented to
be, a mjld laxative medicine. It is to
mild that thousands) of mothers give
it to tiny infants, and yet It is so compounded, and contains such definite
ingredients that It will have equally
good effect when used by a person
suffering from the worst chronic con
stipation. In fact, among the greatest
endorsers of Syrup Pepsin are elderly
people who have suffered for years
and found nothing to benefit them un
til they took Syrup Pepsin.
It is a fact that millions of families
have Syrup Pepsin constantly in the
house, homes like those of Mr. W.
Bert Skinner, Berwyn, Neb., and Mrs.
mingo.
J. H. Durand, Grand Rapids, Minn.,
Castaneda gives some details as to The special value of this
grand laxa- the mode and customs of the people
inhabiting this pueblo. He says that
at night they kept watches on the of the pueblo of Pecos except one,
walls, that) the unmarried females and 1537 the tribe had so nearly diswent nak,ed until iheii marriage, appeared - that there were only 18
which leads us to the opinion thai adults left.
In 1836 the principal men from the
possibly the climate must have beeL
of Jemez related to the Inpueblo
less
in
winter than
slightly
rigorous
at present. When Alvarado arrived dians of Pecos, at least by the bond
at the village, he was received in a of language went tc Pecos and had
peaceful manner, the Indians coming
out to meet him playing upon "drums
and flutes." He was given a large
quantity of cloth and turquoise,

THREE

TION GOES

maintained at public
months,
pense in Germany.
The American Federation of Musicians hast at present a cash balance
of $89,000 In its treasury, and G83 locals on Its roster, all in good standing.
All unions attached to the Ohio
State Federation of Labor have received notification that the annual
convention meets in Canton this week.

The Sheep Herders' union of Butte,
Time it!

In five minutes all stomach distress will go. No indigestion,
heartburn, sourness or belching of
gas, acid, or eructations of undigested food, no dizziness, bloating, foul

Mont., is sending out an appeal for
moral and financial asistance in the
work of organizing- - the sheep herders

of the country.
The call has been Issued for the
thirty-secon- d
annual convention of the
or
breath
headache.
Pape's Dlapepsin is noted for Its American Federation of Labor, to be
speed in regulating upset stomachB. held at Rochester, N. T., beginning
It is the surest, quickest and most Monday morning, November 11, 1312.
Decatur, 111., colored women, wives
certain remedy" in the whole world
of union men, have organized an Inde
and besides it Is harmless.
Millions of men and women now pendent women's union label league.
eat their favorite foods without, fear So far as Is known this is the first
of colored women in the
they know now It " needless to auxiliary
country.
have a bad stomach.
During the six months ending June
Please, for your sake, get a large
fifty-cen- t
case of Pape's Diapepsln 30, 1912, the Brotherhood of Painters
from any drug store and put your and Decorators organized 48 new local
stomach right. Don't keep on being unions, the organization now having
miserable life Is too short you are 914 local unions' in good standing.
Fargo, N. D., Trades and Labor asnot here long, so make your stay
sembly has lost its A. F. of L. chardilike
and
what
Eat
you
agreeable.
ter because of its refusal to unseat
gest It; enjoy it, without dread of rea rival union of electricians. It Is
bellion in the stomach.
eaid similar action is contemplated in
Dlapepsin belongs In your home
several Minnesota towns.
should
be
It
anyway.
kept handy,
The British socialist party, In conshould one of the family eat somewith the British syndicalist
junction
with
them
thing which doesn't agree
headed by Tom Mann, is
movement,
or In case of an attack of Indigestion,
now engaged
in arranging protest
deor stomach
dyspepsia, gastritis
and raising funds for the d
rangement at daytime or during the meetings
fence of Ettor and Giovannitti.
night it is there to give the quickThe Miners' Federation of the Unitest, surest relief known.
ed Kingdom passed a resolution in
favor of a five-daweek at their reCanada has, nearly one hundred and cent meeting. The proposal will be
thirty-thre- e
thousand two hundred submitted to a ballot of the men in
unionists.
all the mines of the country.
,

y

Nature in her wisdom and betieficence has provided, In her great
vegetable laboratory, the forest, a cure for most of tne ills and ailments of
humanity. "Work and study have perfected the compounding of these botanical medicines and placed them at our disposal. We rely tipon them
first because of their ability in curing disease, and next because we can use
them with the confidence that such remedies do not injure the system.
Among the best of these remedies from the forest is
S. S. S., a medicine made entirely of roots, herbs
and barks in such combination as to make it the
greatest of all blood purifiers and the safest of all
tonics. It does not contain the least particle of
harmful mineral. S. S. S. cures Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers, Scrofula, Malaria, Skin
Diseases, Contagious Blood Poison and all other
diseases dependent on impure blood. As a tonic
S. S. S. builds up the system by supplying a sufficient amount of vigor and nourishment to the body.
S. S. S. always cures without leaving any tinpleasant or injurious effects.
It is perfectly safe for young or old. Book on the blood and any medical
advice free.'
TOP SH7FT SPFCIFW Cfi. ATI. AWT A CA.
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is eemrt-tepolicy of
reducing the tariff on wool It will
ruthlessly sacrifice the prosperity of
New Mexico and other western wool
The democratic party
to a dead

d

.

open-and-sh-

growing states' to carry out that
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FRIDAY, OCTOBER

LADIES FREE A T DUNCAN TONIGHT

pol-

icy. Every New Mexican who wantB
good times will4 Vote against Bending
a democrat from this state to the national congress.
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PRODUCTION, which comprises two reels, was made in the
v.u uwuw Kit isiQia, new mcxico, wneie me incidents ot me siory
were supposed to have occurred. The costume plates, shields,
weapons and accessories were kindly loaned by the Museum of In- rlian Antinuoe at Alkiinnamiia Ma, lV..
TL
occurs on a feast-da- y
in early times before the coming of the Spanish to that
country.
During the Spring Dance of the Green Boughs, the Sun Priest tells
the story of the turquoise stone that fell from the sky centuries before and was
imbedded in the earth, the recovery of which would mean light,
happiness and
prosperity to the people of Isleta. The Great Brother, the exemplar of the
tribe, is chosen as the one most worthy to be sent on the holy mission.
The
dangers and hardships which he endures during his long quest go to make a

1

1

MISS 'NELLIE

WATTERS,

STAR WITH FRANK PLAYERS.

The Frank players, who presented
"The Love Pirate" last night at the
Duncan opera house, pleased the audience. The company is a well balanced organization. It handled the
Miss Nolli-play in excellent style.
Watters, the star, is a clever little
actress. She won a place in the
hearts of her audience. Her support
was all that could 'be desired.
In
fact, the Frank Players are capable
of putting on productions in as high
class a manner as the best of tha
t
stand companies that make
this circuit. Las Vegas theater goers are fortunate in being able to witness such good performances at popular prices.
Tonight the company will put on
In
that favorite play, "i?t; Elmo."
order to show their good wU the man

agement have decided to make tonight
"ladies' night," each lady accompanied
by one paid admission ticket b'ng admitted free. This is the ' first time
the Frank players have ever madd this
a
concession.
They are expecting
large crowd tonight, and, judging from
the enthusiasm of those who taw the
play last evening, the expectations of
the company will not be disappointed.
Tomorrow
afternoon there ill be
a popular matinee for the children
and ladles.
The popular admission
price of ten cents and 1'i cpnt3 will
be charged. Tomorrow
nigat the
company will' present "Don'i Tell My
Wife," a comedy which is said ,V be
the most excruciatingly funny production ever staged. ,,,The Frank players are good and those who miss their
performances here will regret it.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE.
New York, Oct. IS. Recent sensational upward movements in several
Tobacco,
specialties,
particularly
were resumed in the stuck market
today after, heaviness in the foreign
markets, a condition ascribed to the
Balkan war, had been again reflected
1
x,
04nl
jcttiijr.
otcei, uieu mi exuepuuii, was

Amalgamated Copper,
American Beet Sugar
Atchison

one-nigh-

he has a good'; j business
head too good to vote for the ruination of the New Mexico wool growACCUSED OF LARCENY.
ing Industry. He will be elected to
Providence, R. L, Oct. 18. Alfred
congress from New Mexico and. New W. Quigg, who claims to be a brothMexico will do a first class job in er of former. Congressman Lemuel
'
Eli Quigg of New York, was arsending him.
'
o
raigned in 'Court here today to stand
The democrats are trifling with the trial on a charge of larceny. Quigg
happiness of every business man and is accused of having stolen $25,000
bis family in New Mexico when they from J. Irving Davis, treasurei of
ask you to vote for a congressman the Ancient Order 'of United Workwho will help cut the wool tariff and men, who is now awaiting trial for
remove the protection from wool alleged ' embezzlement of the funds of
manufacturers, abolishing New Mex- the order. It Is alleged by the police
ico's wool market. Business men, that Quigg borrowed' he money from
will you stand for it?
Davis, alleging that he was golnf,
o
to buy a newspaper in New, York and
Mr Fergusson's straddle of the never paid it back. The authorities
wool question will not fool the New are in possession ofT notes for $34,000
Mexico voter. Nathan Jaffa stands purporting to" have been signed by
ti
for protection and prosperity.
Quigg, and held by Davis.

most beautiful portrayal of early Indian symbolism.

UN
ALADDIN
v

UP-TO-DAT-

E

'

SURELY ALL HAVE READ THE FAIRY, STORY OF ALAD- .'
DIN AND THE WONDERFUL LAMP

,

By WILLIAM HENRY KITCHELL

How penniless Tim and his sweetheart fall heir to the wonderful
lamp of Aladdin and all its powers. Every wish is gratified by rubbing the lamp, and every rub is a sure laugh. A unique story :,well
staged.
.
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...126

SADULTS

109

:

139
Great Northern
New York Central
...H514
127 ',4
Northern Pacific
177
Reading
Southern Pacific
HIM
Union Paoific
172
79
readily absorbed at substantial ad- United States Steel
vance, but other active issues were United States Steel, pfd
115
under pressure, including Amalgamated.
Before noon the entire list
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
recovered sharply. Bonds were easy.
fear
Chicago, Oct. 18. Renewed
Traders took profit In moderate that Russia might become involved
fashion later In the day and active with Turkey caused the wheat market
stocks sagged slightly.
today to harden. The opening varied
The market closed irregularly. Trad- from
off to a like advance. Deceming in the final hour converged largely ber started at 91 to 92, ranging from
around issues of minor importance,
decline to
gain and rose to 924.
while some of the leaders, particularly The close was steady
net highAmalgamated, manifested some hesi- er for December at
tation.' The last sales were: "'.
December corn opened
down to

gents

10
5 GENTS

mmmwmmmmmm

1

the same sized upturn and then as- for pork; $10.97
for lard and
An additional gain $10.22
cended to
for ribs.
grew out of covering Dy shorts. The The closing quotations were as fol
close was firm with December
up lows:
"Wheat, Dec.
May

53.

53.

Oats started unchanged to a shade
lower at 32: to
and climb.
ed to 32
In provisions, realizing on the part
of longs came about through weakness of the hog market. First sales
were the same as last night to 6 cents
down with January $19.22
to $19.25

32"ii

92.

GO

i.0010.75; southern steers

92;'
52;
34".

BACHARACH

s
We are showing a yreat variety of styles yin Ladies' Coats,, Sufts,
anrall Ready
mfnR'iP1i1?' arme&ts are here also for inspectiion. Satisfaction is, guaranteed in every respect.
-
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-Wear

,.

guarantee.-
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Our Boy s Adamant all
the Boy's Overcoats.
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jkre "excellent

Garments.
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good' assort

is back of that
i
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Suits are in a class to themselves.'' Styles

Wool.

v

and '.materials chosen for service
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SHOES

SEE THE NEW

HATS
I

I

809

TRY A PAIR

This Department is always full of the best styles the Season brings
out. Real shoe satisfaction is found in a pair of Bacharach's, shoes for'
Men, Women or Children.
,

(

v

FOR WOMEN

if

Once Worn, Always Worn

MORE BY THE PAIR

$4.10

southern cows and heifers $3.25
5.00; native cows and heifers $3.40
8.10; stockers and feeders $4.60
97. Corn, Dec.
May 52. 7.50; bulls $3.805.50; calves $5.00
Oats, Dec. 32; May
Pork, 8.50; western steers $5.008.00; westJanuary $19.27. Lard, Jan.; $10.07. ern cows
'
$3.256.00.
Ribs, Jan. $W.20!.
Sheep Receipts
Market
5,000.
Muttons $3.504.CO; lambs
steady.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.'
Kansas City, Mo., Oct 18. Cattle-Rece- ipts $6.007.40; range wethers and year
2,500, including 1,000 south- lings' $3.755.50; range ewes $2.50
erns. Market steady. Native steers 4.00.
6.00;

Outfitters For The Whole Family

revolu-tion-f-b-

jiff

'

rrrHIS

,
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A MYTHOLOGICAL STORY OF THE INDIANS OF THE SOUTHWEST

A consistent "plan for boosting the
Commercial club, which in turn will
boost Las Vegas, is being put into
operation by the directors. Director
W. P. Southard, manager of the Las
Vegas Light and Power company,
tomorrow morning will place upon all
his cars banners bearing legends to
this effect: "Join the Commercial
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT Club and Boost Las Vegas," "Have
You Joined 'the Commercial Club?'
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
These banners will be renewed at
PAID FOR

,

(si In

(BIOGRAPII)

(Cash in Advance for Mail Subscrip
tions)
Remit by draft, check or money
rder. H sent otherwise we will not
be responsible tor loss.
Specimen copies free on applica
tion.

The election next month in New RECLAMATION PROJECT STARTED
Mexico Is not a Matter of politics; It
Grand Junction, Colo, Oct. 18. Sec
is a matter of business. Democrats retary of the Interior Fisher turned
who hesitate to leave Fergusson in the first shovel of earttf today for the
the lurch because of a mistaken construction of the g'ant tunnel in
sense of party loyalty should aban- connection with the Grand Valley re
don political affiliations and vote for clamation projeot. Wlin the work is
Nathan Jaffa, a man whose personal- completed, about three years her.ee,
ity and clean record entitles him to oome 60,000 arid acres in Mesa county
the vote of any honest man, and wiu be supplied with an abundance
whose platformis the protection of of water, and.jpjada, V? blossom as the
the wool industry and the prosperity rose. The government is back of the
Grand Valley, project which will cost
of the state. The issue is clean-cu-t
and plain. It ig. Jaffa and protected between, $3,000,000- an $4,000,000. A
business against Fergusson and free mammoth 450 foot diversion dam is to
wool. We believe Mr. Jaffa's victory be constructed Across the Grand river
next month will be aided by a big eight miles above Palisade, which will
democratic vote.
raise the water of the river nearly 20
o
feet and divert it. Into a canal by
Tens of thousands of people in means of which it will he carried two
New Mexico make their living out of miles In the open and 4,300 feet
the wool business. Tens of thou- through a tunnel drilled out of solid
sands of others are the beneficiaries rock through1 a" portion of the Mount
of the good business conditions which Garfield stone cliffs. It is estimated
The demo- that 20,000 acres ,of the 60,000 acres
good wool prices bring.
crats want to let down the bars and to be reclaimed will be set out to orchards. The remainder will be used
bring; ruin to New Mexico's basic
Mr. Voter, are you going p for the growing of sugar beets, hay
stand for' it?
and grain. It is believed that the com?
O
pletion and opening of the project will
Nathan' Jaffa is no orator and does- bring not less than 40,000 settlers, to
Mesa county.
n't often mention flie French
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HE CAN DO SO BY JOINING THE
REJUVENATED COMMERCIAL CLUB.

frequent intervals.
The directors are gratified at the
Advertisers are guaranteed the
"in membership in the club
increase
circulation
and
weekly
dally
largest
the'
New
In
northern
past several days. Appli
during
of any newspaper
cations are coming in daily. Persons
Mexico.
who wish to" help make Las Vegas a
live town are. urged not to wait until
TELEPHONES
the membership committee calls upon
..Main 2 them, but to" hunt up the
BUSINESS OFFICE
secretary
NEWS DEPARTMENT
......Main 9 or one of the committeemen and
sign an application for membership.
It Is proposed itx enlist in the
18
,1912.
OCTOBER
FRIDAY,
membership of the club every man in
the city. The membership fee is only
VOTES FOR JAFFA
$1.25 per moni, the. member paying
that amount having ,the same privi
Mr. Fergusson'a exhibition of
leges and the same voice in the man
on the ree wool propo agement of the club as those who
sition has started the big slump to contribute "for "the' advertising fund
Nathan Jaffa. New Mexico ia not and pay;a membership of from $2.50
going to sacrifice the wool industry to $10 per month. Every member, too,
and prosperity to please a bunch o( has the nrivilege of the club rooms
"southern democrats wno have aliout and Is invited and - urged to "hang
as much interest In New Mexico's out" there weh dnown town. Smokwelfare as they have In that of the ers will be given It regular intervals
Fiji islands. Add to this the splen and there will be trefliient meetings
of Mr. to which all members will be urgent
did personal .Qualifications
Jaffa, against whose integrity, nun- - ly invited. Business men, clerks,
esty, ability and independence not a railroad men' who are located here
whisper has been uttered, and the permanently," farmers, in the sur
combination spells a big victory for rounding country, and, in fact,, every
the rejuvenated republican party, Us body who wishes to see Las Vegas
finest candidate and business pros- go forward,' should Join the club.
perity in the state.
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SPECIAL FEATURE

TflliBOOSTEB

One Year

n

r

:'V.

Wk

WEEKLY
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A vote for a democratic congressman and free wool Is a vote against
our own bread and butter;' A vote
for Nathan Jaffa is a vote for New
Kutcred at the postoffice at East Mexico's prosperity. It won't take
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis- the hard headed business man very'
sion through the United Statea mails long to choose, .,
o
as second class matter.
A vote for Fergusson is a vote for
a peerless orator and against the
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
wool industry in New Mexico. Which
Dally, by Carrier:
$ .05 do you want, .oratory or prosperity?
Per Copy
IB
One
65
One Month
7.50
One Year
EVERYBODY SHOULD--B- E
Dally by Mail
One Year
$6.00
3.00
Blx Months
A
,
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OF BOY SCOUT

SHOES

.

LESS BY THE YEAR

;

4!

L.A.8

VEGAS OAiLY

BECKER SAYS HE

PERSONALS

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

18, 1912.

FULL BEADED

: kfmm

estate man of Springer, was a visitor

A DUPE

five

Peoples

USED ROSE AS

E. S, Shoecraft of Albuquerque was
a visitor In Las Vegas today,
R. Robb of the Phoenix ranch of
Watrous was a visitor In town today.
C. E. Hartlet, the well known real

HAS INS

-

-

-

stationed at Rosenthal's placa"
"Yes, I directed that a man be sta
tloned there."

,1

also carry a fine line of
The Great Western

id
COLONIAL

Healers, Stoves bought of us are
next took the stand.
set up free

THE ROSENTHAL

"Did you speak to your brother,
Morris, on July 16, the day of the
murder?" asked Mr. Hart

THE KIND YOU'VE BEEN

'

A.

P.

HORAN

S. Sixth St.

JOHNSON

'.

",

Cecilio Rosenwald

Jose A. Baca
John W. Harris
Geo. E.' Morrison
Bernhard Appel
Geo. H. Bunke

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Sigmund Nahm
Cleofes Romero
Chas. Danzlger

Cecilio Rosenwald
John W.' Harris
Geo1. E. Morrison
Geo. H. HnnSer.

TALKS

PHOtJE MAIN 51

WITH WOUNDED
TEDDY

Forty-sevent-

Ve-g-

;

:

.

free-for-a- ll

y

METHODISM

HAS

A MECCA IN

..,

LONDON
CENTRAL
HALL IN THAT' CITY
WAS ERECTED AT COST OF
$5,000,000

It is characteristic of the spirit of
John, Wesley, who made his rinsing

message not to a parish, but to a
world, that in these days his followers "the people called Methodists"
should have chosen a site alike bo
historical and so commanding as that
on which the new Central hall and
Connexions! buildings have been reared at Westminster, says the London
Telegraph.
Here It was that Edward V was
"born in sorrow and baptized like a
poor man's child," in 1470, and from
here, too, 13 years later, his mother,
Queen Elizabeth Woodville,
sitting
"alone, belowe'on the rushes all desolate and dismayde," saw him go out
with his brother to the Tower to that
most pathetic of deaths by murder.
Within a stone's throw Is St Stephen's hall, through which the Norman
knights jof Rufus tramped, and where
King Charles I stood on his trial before those who knew not what true
freedom meant Above all, the building stands under the very shadow of
the noble abbey, the nation's Mother
Wesleyans the world over are proud
of the vast pile and the position it
Its inception goes back to
occupies.
the conference in 1898, when it was
decided to endeavor to raise a Twen-tientcentury fund of a million guineas. When it is stated that the total
membership of the church in this
country was considerably less than a
million, including children, it will be
realized that it was a great deal to
ask.
The period for giving extended originally from January 1, 1899, to January 1, .1901, but it was found necessary to prolong it, and it was not until
1904 was well advanced that the last
gift was received. In that time holidays were cheerfully foregone, clothes
were patched and mended, walking
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Anglo-America-

one-thir- d

I

i
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OTHER

BOOST

COFFEE
With the cheerful news to expect in the next few days, a

ther

...

advance.

At the present

been in

25

.J
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it--

v

it Is now higner than it has

e

wholesale-pric-

years.

fur-

'"

'

.

;'.':

...

We have teen forUnaw to anticipate our wacta by cootractins;
with the roasters, for x rew weeks in advance,, and to give our customers a chance to do likewise.

We Will Sell Tomorrow Saturday
v

October 19th

can White House coffee for
75c
can Sir Thomas Liptori coffee for
75o
3 lb. can Pure Cream coffee for
'..fl.Ob
3 lb, can Diamond' M. coffee with fancy cup and saucer
?1.00
A large dinner pail full of good coffee with a fancy sugar bowl
in each for ...i...
$1.25
3 lb. screw top can Mountain and Plain coffee for
...90c
1 lif can Bakerized
Barlngtori Hall coffee for
.....38c
1 lb can Morado brand, steel cut cofljee for
......30o
1 lb. package of he famous "Yours Truly" brand coffee...
35c
J lb. package f our Victoria Blend coffee for
..............290
11b. package of coffee and chlckory for
,20c
i.
i,..-'
2 lb.

2 lb.

JUST RECEIVED
Another 'shipment of
Misses

t

Ear-ickso-

third largest dome in London, 90 feet
nl diameter and 220 feet in height to

the lantern, and is surpassed in size
only by those of St Paul's and the
British museum reading room. There
will be seating for 2,500, or more, and
room is provided for an orchestra of
fully 100. Sir F. Villiers Stanford has
given much assistance in regard in
the acoustics, and it is believed that
no hall in London will be better adapted for musical purposes.
Included in this block, is a 'fine library to contain modern standard books
of theology, science, biography, travel, history and economics, and to he
furnished as a reading room, with facilities also for obtaining tea and coffee. Adjoining this la a small hall,
in which publio receptions and luncheons can be held, and there la a
conference
appointed
handsomely
room, fitted on the lines, of a council
v
'
'
'
30,000 square-fee- t
chamber, to seat 250. An enormous
r
is
Woek
known
western
or
main
basement will be available for the
The
,
as the Central hall," in which lsa use of Methodist boys brigades, or for
beautifully proportioned1 hall for meet- popular meetings, at which. 1,500 will
ings or concerts. It possesses the be able to sit down.

h

e

,

was substituted for omnibus or car
rides, and little luxuries of tobacco,
sugar and butter were given np.
Out of the i.dlllon guineas something like a quarter million pounds
was used for the purchase of the site.
Upon this have risen two blocks. In
the eastern one, called th Central
buildings, provision has been made for
the departmental offices of allied organizations of the Wesleyan Methodist church the Home Mission " fund,
the commitee especially charged with
Wesleyan interests of the navy and
army, the temperance committee," the
central finance department, tie London committee, and the Methodist
Brotherhood. There are also' offices
for public bodies, and among" this orn
ganizations already here Is the
This
peace committee.
block covers
of the area of
the site, the total of which is about
'

church.

ts

gayly-colore-

,

J, E. Brown
ciemehte Padllla

Sigmund Nahm
, Daniel Cassidy
Cleofes Romero
Chas. Danzlger
D. L. Bachelor
Elmer E. Veeder
Jose Felix Esquibel

Vcws Dealer, Stationer, Curio

52li

ROMERO, n ice President
CECIL'O ROSENWALD. Secretary

CLEOFES
'

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

WAITING FOR

Texas-Oklahom-

.,

5100,000.00

f

OFFICERS AHD DIRECTORS

"Yes."
"Did he say anything as to where
Opposite the Y. M. G. A.
he was the night before?"
(Continued From Page One)
Objection sustained.
"Would you believe your brother unOKLAHOMA CHOICE OVER TEXAS
the hospital. Colonel Roosevelt wishasked Mr. Hart
a
Previous
gridiron der oath?"
to leave for home Sunday, but
ed
"I would not."
contests:
luctantliy
agreed to a compromise. It
On
cross
examniatlon
the witness
1900 Texas 2S; Oklahoma 2.
was
best, for him to travel on
thought
admitted that he had been convicted
1901 Texas 12; Oklahoma 6.
one of the slower trains, on the eheo-r- y
of
smuggling.
1902 Texas 23; Oklahoma 0.
that more frequent stops would
Charles S. Whitman, district attor1903 Texas 6; Oklahoma 6.
him occasional periods of rest
give
New
to
for
was
York.
called
the
ney
1904 Texas 40; Oklahoma 10!
Colonel Roosevelt will travel on s
defense
stand
the
this
afternoon.'
by
2.
1905 Texas 0; C
Mr. WThitman was asked to testify private car, and probably will be un1906 Texas 10; Oklahoma 9.
his knowledge of the move- der the care of Dr. Scurry Terrell,
concerning
1907 Texas 0; Oklahoma 60.
ments of Becker on the morning of who has accompanied him throughout
1909 Texas 30; Oklahoma 0.'"
the murder. He said he saw Becker his campaign, and Dr. Alexander Lam1910 Texas 0; Oklahoma 3.
Others- in
on that morning in the captain's room bert, his family physician.
1911 Texas 3, Oklahoma 6.
the party will be Mrs. Roosevelt,
of
west
the
street
po
Pallas,., Texas.,.. .Oct. 18. With bott
Theodore, Jr., Miss Ethel, Phillip
teams in the pink of condition inter- lice station. He (Whitman) reached Roosevelt, the colonel's
young cousin,
the
house
2:30
station
a.
m.
he
at
est; throughout
large section of the
Elbert H. Martin, the secretary who
and
came
Becker
in
3:30.
about
said,
tomor
southwest centers today on
Mr. Whitman said that he last saw disarmed Colonel Roosevelt's assailrow's football game between the Uni
Becker at the station house aboilt 4 ant, John McGrath, another of the
Leon Guy reports an exceptional versity of Oklahoma and the Univer
o'clock.
Mr.i Whitman started 'for colonel's "secretaries, and Colonel Cc
be
crop on his ranch at Wagon Mound. sity of Texas. The game is to
Mrs.
home about 5 o'clock. cil Lyon of Texas.
Rosenthal's
From 22 acres he has harvested over played at, the state fair here and the
Although Colonel Roosevelt Insists
did
He
said he
not see Becker in the
to fill' with
10,000 pounds of beans and has also city is already beginning
he will be in condition to enter the
time.
that
He
at
said
he
had
vicinity
raised 26 acres of the finest Austra- the followers of both teams. Betting not
the physicians said he must
promised Rose Immunity for testi campaign,
slightly favors the Oklahomans, not
lian flint corn.
have a period of absolute rest after
case
in
this
but
was
there
a
fying
stip
so much because of any developments
he reaches Sagamore Hill. Dr. Lamsigned in his presence.
thls .year's; playing, hut because ulation
of
bert probably will remain at Oyster
A carload of highbred racing horses
Mr.
called
for
the
Mclntyre
explana
of" tie fact that the Norman school
owned by W. G. Yanks of San Frantion
of the stiuplation. Mr. Whitman Bay for some time and while the colscored victories over 4he Texans last
cisco, passed through Las Vegaa this
to produce it, together with onel will be permitted to consult witlr
year and the year before. (However, promised
afternoon en route from Louisville, of "the
a
similar stiipulation signed with Val-io- progressive leaders, it has not heel
games' played by the two uni
decided definitely that it would be
Webber and Schepps.
Ky., to El Paso. Tex., The horses are versities the past 12 years Texas has
to be entered in the coming grand cir- seven victories to her credit.
"Did you receive a statement from safe for him to take the stump again
before election day.
cuit races which are to be held in
Jack Rose?"
The colonel hopes to make at least
"Yes."
El Paso.
one speech, however, in fulfillment of
"Were Rose's relations with this
his promise to appear in Madison
A small but enthusiastic number of SOMETHING NEW AT WEDDING case written down on this paper given
Square Garden, New York.
you by Rose."
Las Vegas Boosters went out on the
After Governor Johnson had gone,
for
Handkerchiefs
Paper
Japanese
"Yes."
mesa today and visited all of the
assisted Colonel Roosevelt
attendants
Guests at Recent English
the
Mr. Whitman declined to produce
farmers and ranchers between Las
to his feet and he sat in an easy
Ceremony.
this paper unless so directed by the
Vegas and Cherryvale. There were
chair for an hour. He said it rested
three automobile loads of Boosters and
It needs some imagination to make court,
him so much and so relieved him
at"I decline to direct the district
the party was made up of the follow- a wedding remarkable. No longer is
from the monotony of lying in bed,
ing citizens: F. O. Blood, C. D. Bou there anyth'n unprecedented in the torney to do so," Justice Goff said
he was going to ask his physicians to
bride and bridegroom
on Bridge of Sighs
cher, George A. Fleming, O. L. Greg fact that the
Fight
allow him to repeat it later today.
an
from the church through
ory, D. T. Hoskins, D. J. Leahy, E. E. passed
The story of a
A man giving his name as Etienne
fight on
of crossed swords, scythes, or
avenue
Johnson, William J. Mills, Dr. W. R. whatever Implement signified the the Bridge of Sighs yesterday in which La Tourelle came to the hospital and
"Red Phil" Davidson, slayer of Jack asked that Colonel Roosevelt oe
Tipton, C. W. G. Ward, and John H bridegroom's profession.
York.
Nor is it any longer considered orig- Zelig, the gang leader, was set upon, measured ; that he said he wanted to
inal or revolutionary if the bride kicked and beaten by the four gun men send the candidate a coat of chain
omits her promise of obedience dur- indicted for
E. N. LEWIS DEAD
shooting Herman Rosen- mail which might h0 .worn under
are every-daEdward N. Lewis, an old resident of ing the service. These
to death, was made public today. his waistcoat and which would turn a
thal
of
the
modern
wedding.
Jas Vegas, died at 1 o'clock yes- happenings
The gun men "Lefty Louie", "Gyp pistol bullet of ordinary weapons
Nevertheless, a truly memorable
death
his
EI
at
afternoon
Paso,
terday
wedding was solemnized in London re the Blood," "Dago Frank" and "Whitey "much better than the eteel plate
Lewis" handcuffed to deputies, were the colonel wears.''
being very sudden as he was ill for only cently.,
,;
Whatever else the marriage of Lady on their way back to the Tombs from
four days. Mr. Lewis was horn in
It appeared he had beard that ColPennsylvania July 5 1842 and in 1879 Eileen Butler and the Marquis of Staf- the court room where Police Lieuten- onel Roosevelt always wore a steel
of
Sutherland, ant Becker is on trial.
he went to Roswell N. M. After liv- ford, heir to the Duke
plate over his heart and he wanted to
is remembered for, it will surely be
"Red Davidson," similarly was on provide a better defensive armour.
ing in Roswell for three years he mov- remembered as the first wedding, with
ed to Las Vegas and was in the farmthe exception of those of royalty, at his way to the building to plead to When informed the steel plate story
ing business here from 1882 to 1905. which a Japanese paper pocket hand- the indictment charging him with mur was a hoax ho appeared disappoint-From Las Vegas Mr. Lewis moved to kerchief
struck: off as a memer.t': der. They met in the center of the and left.
narrow bridge.
Engle where he has made his home of the event.
Indeed, the ceremony becomes still
for the past seven years.
Immediately the gun men, dragging
Acts Like a Crazy Man.
Mr. Lewis was a veteran of the civ- more suggestive of a royal wedding their keepers with them by concerted
Milwaukee, Oct. 18. For the first
il war serving in the Union army for when it is realized that the "portraits" action, made for Zellg's slayer. Before
the souvenir of the bride and
time since he was incarcerated, John
four years and was r. member of the upon
astonished deputies could collect
bridegroom are whatever else they the
Schrank, would-bassassin, today
1867
In
the
of
Grand Army
Republic.
be remarkably good likenesses themselves the gun men had kicked asked a deputy sheriff at the county
may
r
Cafta-tounMr. Lwis married Miss Mary
of
and
and
and'
mauled
Davidson
crown
beaten
of the
princess
prince Jail how Colonel Roosevelt was .
f "i bminr til' he was shouting for mercy.
iaJCansas,:jMr. Lewis is survived Sweden r ."
When told his condition was faVor-ablBelow is given a wealth of informaby hiCwife and bytwo sons, Charles
Schrank asked weher the 'coloLewis:', and Edward S. Lewis, and by tion concerning the ceremony and the
Purchasnel
had
been phot and If the bullet
therein.
various
participants
two daughters, Mrs, Jv P., Earickson
Much r needed, repairs are being had been:
are not only informed 0 of the
ers
located., 5. e ".?? iv('
'The
Hansen.''
''body
Mrs.
Nellie
and
Btreet
between
names of the 14 bridesmaids and giv- made on Twelfth
"The bullet Belongs to me," said
arrived, this afternoon from El Paso en
many details as to the bride's Douglas and National avenues. This
Schrank
and the funeral will be held tomorrow dress, but are also told that the bride- piece of road has been one of the the prisoner. Continuing,
said: "I have made my will and be
intends
frm the residence of Mrs. J. P.
seeking parliamentary worst in Las Vegas and all holes in
groom
queathed the .bullet with whioh I
Friends and relatives are in- honors at the next election.
are being filled p and the street shot Roosevelt to the New York His
with it
The souvenir is embroidered
vited. Rev. E. C Anderson will offileveled. The electric light company torical
society with a request that It
flags, which, in some
ciate. Interment will be in the Mais to set the pole at the southwest he
to
have
got
seem
on exhibition in the rotunway,
mysterious
placed
sonic cemetery.
mixed up with numerous sprays of corner of Twelfth and National ave da of the state capitol at Albany. My
what may or may not have been nue, back two feet from its present property in New York I have willed
MAJOR JENKINS DEAD.
meant to be shamrock of a hue rarely location, thereby giving teams enough to
my mother in Germany"
Charleston, S. C, Oct. 18 Major met with. London Daily Mirror.
room to make the turn when an elec
To Leave Hospital Next Week.
Micah Jenkins, son of General Micah
tric car is also going around that
Colonel
Roosevelt will leave Chiand
Jenkins of the Confederate' army
corner.
for
cago
Bay on'vMonday or
Oyster
"Silk
famous
the
of
DEMOCRATS.
himself captain
MONEY FOR
RidTuesday of next week. He will travel
18. AnnounceNew York, Oct.
Stocking Troop" of the Rough
on one of the slower trains over the
'
is dead ment was made this afternoon by the
FIGHT8 FOR TONIGHT
kers in the war with Spain,
road so that be may
democratic national committee that a
here aged 56.
Johnny Coulon vs. "Kid" Williams, Pennsylvania
enter New York at the station from
had been re- 10 rounds, at New York City.
distribution-- '
which the trains to Oyster Bay
.
Packey MeFarland vs. "Kid" Alberts
Sick headache is caused by a dis- ceived! Of this amount $25,000 came
Take Chamber- from the Massachusetts state com- 12 rounds at Cleveland.
ordered stomach.
lain's Tablets and correct that and the mittee ,, to, which Mayor Fitzgerald
Jim Savage vs. Bill Clark, 8 rounds,
le
headaches will disappear. For
Cleveland.
at
had
contributed
$5,000.
of
Boston
Everybody reads Tat Optta.
by all dealers.
FURNITURE CO.

Z

JOHN W. HARRIS, President
GEO. H. HUNKER, V.'ce President

Mr. Waldo

Gal-lina-

We

was excused..
Frank H. Roberts, superintendent of
the Belleclaire apartment house, where
Becker lived, testified that previous
to the murder he had told Lucius Hay;
wood, the telephone boy, to make no
connections with Becker's apartment.
On cross examination he admitted
that he had seen Mr. Rubin of the
district attorney's office and had
sworn on his volition that he had given instructions after the murder not
to have the Becker apartment connected by telephone.
Alexander Lulmn, brother of Morris
Luban, an alleged eye witness of the
murder, who testified for the state,

-

1

from Page One)

said Mr. Mclntyre, " a policeman was

Company

LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO
Capital

(Continued

Las Vegas today.
Mrs. J. Regensberg, together with
her son, Maurice Regensberg, left
this morning for Lucero.
R. R. Larkin, who has been in Raton for the past week on business,
returned to Las Vegas last evening.
Mr. and Mrs. i. 'i'. Turner were
visitors in town today, driving in

--

Bak & Trust

'

Jn

from their ranch in the upper
s
canyon.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pugh left this
atfternoon (for Topeka Kan., being
called there by the illness of Mr.
Pugh's mother.
Manuel Mares, formerly of Las
Vegas, who is now Tocated in Trinidad, Colo., is in town on st short visit, stopping over on his way to El
Paso.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ilfeld left last
evening on an extended visit to Chicago and New York where they expect to remain until Thanksgiving
time. '
Mrs. Elizabeth
Kirkpatrlck, who
has been a patient at the I.as Vegas
hospital for the past week, was able
to return to her home at Hot Springs
yesterday afternoon.
W. E. Hodges, vice president of the
Santa Fe railroad, passed through Las
Vegas tday on his private car attached to train No. 10 en route from California to Chicago.
Mrs. W. E. Gortner returned this
afternoon from a month's visit with
friends and relatives in Chicago and
Goshen, Ind.
Accompanying Mrs.
Gortner was Miss Adelaida Roybal,
who made the trip east as the companion of Mrs. Gortner.
J. L. Cole, who formerly was cashier at the Castaneda hotel and afterwards manager of the Harvey house
at San Marcial, passed through Las s
this afternoon on his way to Colorado Springs where he will take a position in the Harvey house.
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A

Ladies'-an- d

i

:

Coats and Suits

.......

'

in all the

latest styles. .The

'
best New York and other
leading fashion centers can
produce at prices to suit everyone.
,,

Also a full line of Ladies'
and Misses'

DRESSES

.

.

In Bulk Coffee We Offer
"...

)' r

Our Extra Fancy Blend, equal to any 45c coffee for
Our Fancy Blend, equal to any 35o coffee for
Thjei finest Peaberry coffee grown, per pound

The Rio Blend, a good drink for ,
No.' 7, Green Rio

coffee-pe-

r

pound

Call and see them whether
you buy or not.

Hoffman

&

Graubartb

THE POPULAR PRICE STORE
Agtntt lor tie New

Un 10c

PHONE MAIN

Ptttern$

104

,

iici;m

THE GASH GROCER

35c

...'.28c

.,...35c
23c

.......20c

1.

--

r.

SIX

.

LA.

IMPROVEMENT

Directory

center of style for this
locality. For at this de
partment you find the latest designs that have been accepted at
the foreign style centers.
Here and here only you will
be able to view the standard, popular priced corset of America
the Henderson. We are showing
a complete assortment of the very
latest Henderson drsets.

C t'N Til A L II 0 7 EL
HARVARD AND PRINCETON SHOW
FORM, BUT YALE, A3 USUAL,
IS SLOW

Cor Granddad 'Dougla Ave.
ast Las Vegas, JN. M.-

Fish, Jr., In New York
World)
The past week has done much toward developing the teams at
e,
New Haven and Princeton.
At Cambridge the men have advanced rapidly under the large staff of
assisting
coaches, who have been
Haughton. . Though there are many
inexperienced men on the team, especially in the line, the progress that
has been made toward team play is
very noticeable to one who saw the
team play against Holy Cross and then
Williams had an
against Williams.
average team, but it was almost powerless against the fast charge of the
Harvard forwards. The foackfleld
sems to have learned the value of tim
ing their attack and are now able to
(By Hamilton

LAS VEGAS GARAGE

Canal-ridg-

M BIEHL, Propietor

Ave
Phone Main 447
416 Grand

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire

p

PETER P. MACKEL
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING

Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Glazing.
Estimates Cheerfully
.
.
West Side Plaza

Models with high, medium or
low busts, extreme or conservative
skirt lengths and with all the new- est style innovations, are here for
your selection.

Stieet

E. Las Vegas

Automobile, Carriage &

si an 0.PAINTING
N.

429

HERMAN

Grand Ave

HOTEL
PtrAAREMODELED

NEWLY
Private Baths and Lavatories
Stea.u Heat Private Telephones
Rates $2.50 per day and up
AMERICAN PLAN
Special Rates by "Week or Month
DRY

'

FARM CONGRESS

Lethbridge. Alta., Oct 18. The ad
vance guard of delegates put in an
appearance here today for the sev-tth International Dry Farming con-greaBr Jhe exhibition of dry farm
products will be opened tomorrow and
there will be meetings of the various
committees to complete the final de
tails of the convention arrangements.
The regular sessions of the congress
will begin Monday
and continue
through, the greater part of the week.
The list of scheduled speakers in
cludes nearly one hundred prominent
agricultural
experimenters, railway
officials and government Investigators. Thirty countries, including the
United States, Australia, Russia, Turkey, France, Mexico and Hungary, will
1e represented. Both James Wilson,
secretary of agriculture of the United
States, and Martin Burrell, the Can
adian minister of agriculture, are expected to address the congress.
-

J. W. Copeland, of Dayton, Ohio,
rpurchased a bottle of Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy for his boy who had
a cold, and before the bottle was all
.used the boy's cold was gone. Is that
not better than to pay a five dollar
doctor s bill? For sale by all dealers.
J. C. Ray, Wlnfleld, Ala., says: "My
father, T. J. Ray suffered with kidney
and bladder trouble so bad he had to
use a catheter. Various kidney rem
edies were tried without result, and
finally we gave him Foley Kidney
Pills. In three days he could pass
some water and on the fifth, no long
er needed a catheter. He continued
to use Foley Kidney Pills until en
tirely cured." O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Co.
W. A. Rimes, Rust on, La., writes:
"Sometime ago I took Foley Kidney
Pills, and must confess the results
have been marvellous, for I feel like
a new man. I suffered from kidney
and bladder troubles, but Foley Kid
ney Pills fixed me. I will recommend
them to all sufferers from kidney trou
ble." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Co.
F. A. Wootsey, a brakeman at Jack
eonvllle, Texas, says: "I was down
with kidney trouble and rheumatism
so bad I could hardly get up, and had
backache all the time, and was almost
tired of living. I saw an ad of Foley
Kidney Pills and after taking one bottle I was better,, and when I had taken two more I was thoroughly cured."
O. iG. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
-

CJO.

If you have young children you have
iserhaps noticed that disorders of the
stomach are their most common ailment To correct this you will find
and
Chamberlain's Stomach
Liver
Tablets excellent They are easy and
tlensant to take, and mild and gentle
(u effect. For sale ly all dealers.

192 pounds.
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OFFERS
FEATURING
Nellie tVatters and John E. Frank
STARS FROM "THE

FLOWER OF

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. t, O. E.
ATTORNEYS
Meeta am
tklrt rridays in
ItMewU Tesssie. Kra. T. BL Bowes,
HUNKER 4 HUNKER
WANTED
To buy a good safe. ApWorth? Katroa; Jaaea O. Rati edge
H.
Geo.
Chester A. Hnai
Hunker
ply Palace Clothing Co.
Worthy Petrom; Mrs. George Trips,
Attorneys at Law.
Secretary. Phone Mala
120
New Mext
Gramd avenae.
WANTED
las Vexas.
native girl for
Young
Must
housework.
light
speak Eng
lish. 414 Columbia avenue.
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
LOCAL
CAHD
NO.
I0
Meets every Monday
at
night
O. R.
Hall, on Bonclas avenue, at
CAST BOUND
8 oeloek.
VUitlng Membere. are Arrive
Beea
cordially weloosae, & A Gearing, No.
FOR SALS Good Jack; three years
1:10 . m.
1:1s
9.
old; a bargain. Inquire of William prealdeat; J. T. Bvhler. secretary; No. 4. ...11:06 p m
11:10 . u.
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
Shillinglaw, Investment and AgenNo. 8.... 1:15 a. m
l:F a.
tf.
cy Corporation.
No. 10.... 1:45 p. m...... I:lt p. at
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
FOR SALE Household furniture and
Meet in the forest of brotherly
!
WEST BOUND
love at Woodmen of the World
house for rent, 902 Third street
1:20 p. m.
a.
hall, No. 1
l:4t
on the second and fourth
6:15 a. m
..6:10 a. m
Fridays No. 8
FOR SALE One house and lot; one
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H. No. 7
4:50 .
4:40 p. m
house and two lots. A snap for
Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. No.
7:fl0 9. as
6:35 9. m
cash. Must sell this month
See
Visiting neighbors are especially
Cutler Brothers.
welcome ana cordially Invited.,
f DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED

Wanted

a4

tl,

a

cr

"S t. ELM
BIG MATINEE SATURDAY AT
A

2-3-

0

PAID ADMISSION

Avenue.

ness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a
rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing,
and when it is entirely closed, deafness is the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this
cube restored to Its normal conditions,
hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused bf
catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c
Take Hall's Family Pills for

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC'
.NO. 804. Meets second and foir
FOR RENT Three or six light
Thursday tn O. R. C. hall. Pion
housekeeping rooms. 1011 Tilden
building. Visiting members ar c
avenue. Telephone Main 254"
dlally in vied, peter Em easier, a,
K., Richard Devlne, p. 8
UPRIGHT piano for rout Apply El
Dorado hotel.
I. O. O. F LAS VEGAS
LODGE NO
1.
Meets every Monday
FOR RENT Strictly modern home;
evening a.
their han on Sixth street All visit
ideal location; elegantly furnished;
lng brethren cordially Invited to at
no sick people. See Cutler Broth
tend- - J . D.
ers.
Frideasttno, N. G.,
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
H. E. Archer, merchant of Weat-oveSecretary; Karl Werta, Treasurer
FOR RENT For Elks only, a few
Ala., states:
"My boy had a
C. T. Hedgoock,
cemetery trustee.
choice rooms in the New Elks'
severe attack of acute bronchitis, so
severe he; could not get out of bed for
Home.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tries a week. The first few doses of Foley's Honey and Tar relieved him
day evenings each month, at Wood and
NEW BISHOP CONSECRATED
before we had given him the conman halL Visiting Brothers eot tents of one
bottle, he was well. FoMontreal, Oct. 18. Rev. Heber J.
to attend. A. M ley's Honey and Tar Compound is
dlally Invited
Hamilton, who was elected missionary
kept continually in our house. It is
Adler, President; E. C, WjM-d- , Se
bishop of Japan last June by the
'
perfectly safe and effective." O. G.
retary.
Ohurch of England in Canada,
was
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
consecrated in Christ church cathe
dral today with Imposing ceremonies.
The cathedral was filled to its capa
city with church dignitaries who are
M0S lbs. or More, Eaoh Delivery
now in the city in attendance on the
tie per 1SS Ike.
.' cs
M8S lbs. to ftVSet
Each Delivery
session of the Provincial synod. The
per 1SS Iks.
tSS lea. ts IOS lbs, Eaot. Ot livery
SSc per It Iks.
archbishop of Ottawa officiated and
6S Um. te
lbs, Eaoh Delivery
4So per 1N lea.
among the other participants were the
Less
Than St lbs, Eaeh Delivery
fee per let lea
bishops of Huron, Algema, Niagara,
Ontario and Montreal.

25, 35

50c

Sea,ts a.t Murphey's

v

$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED

AT YOUR DOOR

RETAIL PRICES

c.

AGUA PURA COMPAiNY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

d-

d

by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure' deaf-

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541.
. o. of b. B.
Meeta every firm
of the month in the veatry
Tuesday
FOR RENT After November 1, three
rooma of Temple Monteflore at
nicely furnished modern rooms. In
o'clock p. m. Tlsltlnx brothers are
quire Mrs. Bradrick, 510 Main Ave.
cordially Invited
Isaac Appel
President;
Charles
8e
Oreenclay,
FOR RENT Furnished rooms lot
retary.
921
Llnco.",
light housekeeping.

r,

HIGH CLASS VAUDEVILLE BETWEEN ACTS

-

....

I

THE RANCH" AND "THE GOLDEN GIRL"

-

I

kuiiMSi

11$

For Rent

John E. Frank Players

-

'

TO

CLARENCE AUSKINGS

PRICES

,r

11a-son-

I-

BY

M

fn

BUM OPERA house
TON IG T

FREE IF ACCOMPANIED

NO

DORADO
I, A. F. A EL
LODGE
NO.
1,
comKNIGHTS
Kncuiar
OF PYTHIAS Meett
munication first and
every jnonoay ere
4
T third Thursday Is ess
.
ning in Castle Hail.
t
jry
month. Visions broth- Visiting Knights art
Invited
Invited.
oordlsJly
cordially
CLASSIFIED
FOR
ADVERRATES
. R. M array.
K.
ueosea
iCusH
N. O. Herman, W. at;
TISEMENTS
ami, Co n eel 1 01
Flva cents par lino eacn Insertion. Secretary.
'.mmander. Harry
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Martin, Keeper el
No ad to occupy lets space than two LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
uncords and Seal.
TEMPLAR
ReAll
KNIGHTS
advertls
mente charged
line.
will be booked at space actually set, git
Mcatva
conclave
lular
aid
B. P. O. ELKS Meets, second
without regard to number of words. 1
day In each moaXh at
each
of
D.
C.
SO
m.
fourth
evening
Tuesday
Cash In advance preferred.
7:
p.
at
Temple
month Elks Home on Ninth street
Boucher. 8. C; Chaa. Tannine,
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially invited. P. D.
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
LAS VEOAS CHAPTER No. 8, ROYAL
'
.
Secretary.
eonvocaARCH MASONS Regal
tlom trst mommj in eacn
and
noeik at Mmeoalo Tem- L. O. O. MOOSE Meets firstmonth
each
third
evening
Thursday
M.
m.
E.
T:S0
at
ple,
p.
at W. O. W. hall. Visiting brothers
WilHama. H. P.; T. O.
invited. Dr. H. W. HQUf,
cordially
Blood,
Secretary.
OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN i.
DictatT; J. Thornhill, Secretary.
A

For Sale

LATE MUSICAL COMEDY

LotXtF

iK'W

,

Princeton has hopes of repeating
last year's triumphs over1 Yale and
Harvard. It seems probable that her
line, composed of green men, with the
exception of Bluethenthal, will prove
sufficiently strong to enable her fast
backfield to get under way. Tf it can
protect the backs, Princeton can ha-Iy fail to have an exceedingly strong
attack, as Pendleton, Baker, lie Witt
and Waller are men who are extremely elusive when once in their stride.
They have not the power of the Harvard backs and do not possess their
ability to make three or four yards
through a big tackle or guard, unaided
by their own line, but, as evidenced by
the large scores they have rolled up
this fall, If the line opens up the holes
and the interference geta them by the
line of scrimmage, they will be able to
take care of themselves for the rest
of the trip.
The game on November 2 between
Harvard and Princeton should prove
one of the most interesting of the
season, as the two lines appear to be
fairly evenly matched, while one back-fielis big and reasonably sure of
making small but certain gains, while
the other Is fast and reasonably sure
of making a more than occasional long
runs. It is more than probable, however, that the Prtnclon backs will
find themselves very tired in the sec
ond half if they are compelled to bear
the brunt of stoppin? the heavy W.
vard attack

CAFF

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

COLUMN

HOFFMAN & GRAUBARTH
THE POPULAR. PR.ICE STORE

LADY

m

RANT

SHORT ORDERS AND JWGULAR DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLED

CHAPMAN

k

'Geueral Repairing

A L'

TUB BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

WANT

Our salesladies will gladly exhibit and demonstrate
your individualized Henderson Corset for you and
show you the many advantages of wearing this particular model.

perior to anything that Harvard has
shown in that line for some time.
At open field running Hardwick and
lirickley have always been exceeding
good, and they should Improve under varsity coaching. The line should
measure up to the high standard of
lines coached by Haughton, and while
the physical advantages are not as
great as in the last few years, the possibility of a keen, fast, capable line
is very great
In formations Harvard has shown
nothing new in the open, relying upon
the familiar tandem formation, although the practice behind closed
gates would seem to indicate that
something new would appear on the
Yale or Princeton fields.
Probalbly,
however, these sessions in secret will
prove as abortive as similar sessions
have done in the past, not only at Cam
bridge, but also at New Haven and
,
Princeton.
In New Haven the development has
been slower than the coaches have
wished and they have been somewhat
worried over the quarterback position.
The baofield has not shown any brilliancy as yet Although the power is
there it does not seem to have been
freed from the awkwardness that lessens the effectiveness of their drive.
The men are all big and have it within them to do much, but need thought
and work before they do themselves
justice.
Captain Spalding is playing an ex
cellent game and seems to have come
into his own. Holloday Philbin has
recovered from the injury to his shoul
der and is aJgain the dangerous factor
in the bacfield. He has always been
a power at going through the line and
thia year seems to have learned tho
art of open field running. Flynn, the
new Ell back, should be a very valuable man with a little experience, as
he 1st heavy and fast Cornell and
Cornish may or may not develop Into
good quarters, their qualities being as
yet undetermined.
The line is Inexperienced, but has
wonderful prospects and their effectiveness will increase toward the end
of the season. The averago weight is

LOBBY REST

TOE

THE OPT.IC

tory service.

.

S20-6t- h

18, 1912.

Henderson Corsets have double bones, double side
stays and reinforced front clasps. These are constructive
features that guarantee the longest and most satisfac-

Given.
. Old Town hit the line more in time with the
opening of the holes, thus Increasing
their efficiency 50 per cent
Wendell has always had this trait
and now that he has endowed Hard-wicand Brlckley with It, the power
LAVN. MOWERS SHARPENED
Lock andj gunsmith Bicycle aao and drive of the hacks should be su

H. C. YOUNG

OPTIC, FRIDAY, OCTOBER

corset department is

OUR

IN ATTACKS

MRS. R. FLINT,:Prop
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The Center of Style

BIG TEAMS SHOW

Business,,
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OVERLAND

MODF.L
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Telephone

or call and we will have our demonstrator

w

ANT Ads
Are Best

show you.

Los Vegas Automobile &
Phone Main 344.

llaciie

Whalen,

&

Co.

Market Finders

Fowler Props

Classified ads. search out the people to whom
among-- al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular
is
thing worth

FOR THE CHILDREII

C Q A L A U 13 V7 G O
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE A D RETAIL

U"""

l"J9

Q Q fJ'J Qfj

Phoma,nit1

most.

ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS
t.
QUICK - SAFE - RELIABLE
NO OPIATES

NO NARCOTICS

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to

j

FOLEY'S HONEYaid.TABJ
COMPOUND
A COMMON COLD neglected may col
quickly into UKUur, ckuhuhuis, oc
PNEUMONIA which often means a sudden fatality. Keep FOLEY'S HONEYI
AND TAR COMPOUND always in thotj
bouse and give at nrst sign of a cold.
Refuse substitutes.
O.

Q.

Schaefer

Red Cross Drug Co.

some-

one who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, wan
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible
buyers, of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of th
best markets!

t.AS VEGAS

BJLY OPTC,

DCTOEtft
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-i
All ngbCeao. Sni,: t."L"Tr
i ccamoer on iaa.
stood the captain's big boots and his
Thank God!" cried C: p.l.l
Miskins hung about them. His Sua-la- y "TSoetor, you uifi iSs. Ckjfim ar v. a..
14s. Tier:
cane was there also. And on the testes
tcy iecu
aurean was a worn, heavy Bible.
land. Qn m, prt, tne Gikic. ii;irfcDr. Parker brushed by the ether
over there on tJie bureau. IujbC me a
tnd bent over the bed.
"Well, cap'n," he said cheerily, chapter, troDt yos?"
An hour later
'how's she headed? How are yon feelsat alone in
the Cinmg room, he had emle-- away
ing now?"
The old face on the p'llow stilled when tie reading bagaa. I)r. Parker,
feebly.
walklnr wry sfSf, came to her &&
"She's headed for home, 1 guess, laid his hkiii on
shoulder.
doc," said Captain Eben. "Bound for
"He's suae," fee aald simply.
home, and the harbor light broad

f

I.-a- i..

Cy'WliittjLkex's

Capn Sri,

Place

Itc

M

Ellsworth Youn

aJi

SYNOPSIS.

IMt Ke.hto
JAIIR
erranemg
TromeTto Boston.
bL
fi?"

CofBD.
move

CICW

Mis' CoSnT
"Who? Dr. Parker? Have I seen
what in the world are you comin' hero
after the doctor for?"
"
'cause I didn't know where
else to come. I been to his house and
he ain't to home. Nobody aiat to
home His wife, Mia' Parker, she's
gone up to Boston yea'day on the
"Ca.-is- e

Elkanah Daniels.
church. offers k
housekeeper for the new
decide to remain la

"-O- apt-

.'

Sid

"Have ye hav ye," panted Ike.
ye seen the doctor anywheres.

lt"

TrSmet

sr.

ccaeb, and and it's all dark and the
door's open and the ahay'a gone,
the mw minister and house
S3 "
as to his
Kit
cause?
the
risiKf
- Eil'y
EISImS
"Who's elck? "Who wants him?"
tteod.n
a "Come-euter- "
JEE."
"And and all the rest of the
houses round here was shut tip 'cause
.rh!r.I?f-E.',,,r- y' Eben
.r1
Hammond, leader everybody's to meetin'. I peeked in
,,- i t the cieetin"
house and he ain't
Ellery r,w her home in
Hammond. Kiln's there, and I see your light and"
Pfc Na
"Who's sick? Tell me that, wont
hroaieh fog and storm,
?iw finds 8a'!''
Keiiah wrttlns a letter to you?"
"
'' oemand.
money in response to
"Cap's Eben. He's awful sick. .1
'; mckwmg
She (a rnriousiy startled
when collate he's
Informed of the arrival
goin' to die, and Gracie
of Nat.
she "
V-on
rails
tC?ATrER
Keiah. and
"Cap'n Eben? Eben Hammond!
develops that they have heen lovers
ejnee youth. Daniels
Dyin'? What are you talkin" about?"
with
Wlery for attending "Come-oiuer-"
meet"Huh! huh!" puffed the messenger
ing.
impatiently. "Didn't I tell ye? Cap'n
CHAPTER
Is rancht bv the Eben's
adyin". I peen him. All white
tide and is rescued by Nat. Tivey become
friends.
and still and a"d awfuL And Gracie.
she's all alone end "
CHAPTER
meets Grace
while walking: VlIEl!ery
in the fields Sunday, and j "Hold on! Stop! Ill tell you where
learns that she walk there every Sun- - tne doctor Is most
likely. Up to Mrs.
.. ,1
t Prince's
RKn'o Kocn miKtir
,
cier?-maitakes prob'y been called there. Run! run',miIIIiTJ',;;
dinn
.V
I
I'Hnjfjs. Annacel. the captain's daughter,
exerts hr-e- lf fast as ever you can and get him and
to make an Impression on him. Sh I'll go to Grace this minute. The
poor
notices with vexation his desire to get i
thing! Don't tell anybody. Not a soul
away every Sunday at a certain time.
Eh watches him through a spy glass.
(but the doctor. Half this townll be
j runnin' to find out if
CHAPTER IX-- Nat
you do, and that
as!n
Importunes
Kes.an to marry him. He savs he haa ' poor girl must be dism cted already.
had a quarrel with his father, who wants I'll
go to her. Tou get Dr. Parker and
him to marry Grace,
tell him to hurry."
CHAPTER
asks Grace to
"I'll tell him; don't you fret-H- e
marry him. She confesses that she loves
was gone, running harder than
him, but says she fears to displease her
guardian, who has been very kind to her. ever. A moment later Keziah fol- and asks time to think about It Elkanah
Daniels tells Eben about the meeting be- j lowed him. running also.
tween Ellery and Grace. Eben declares j As she ran on, a
rattle of wheels
he will make Grace choose between him
and the preacher. Grace 8nds him In a and the thud of hoofs came from
faint, following the excitement of Eikan-ah-'s
her. Then a rocking chaise,
visit.
j drawn by a galloping horse, shot by.
CHAPTER XI-J- ust
before he dies Dr. Parker's carriage, she was sure.
Fben exacts a
from Nat and
Grace that they promise
(The Higgins boy must have met the
wilt marry.
doctor and delivered his message
(Continued "from Yesterday.)
The horse and chaise were standing
by the front gate of the tavern as she
rantiiigly drew near it The side door
CHAPTER XI.
of the house was Ejar and she opened
it softly and entered. The dining
In Which Captain Eben Makes Port. room was empty. ' There was a light
Half past eight. In Che vestry of the on the sitting-rootable and low
Regular church John Ellery was con- voices came from the listle bedroom
atducting his prayer meeting. The
adjoining.
Then, from the bedroom,
tendance was as large as usual Three emerged Dr. Parker and Grace Van
seats, however, were vacant, and along Home. The girl was white and there
the settees people were wondering were dark circles under her eyes. The
where Captain Elkanah Daniels and doctor was very grave.
his daughter might be. They had not
Keziah stepped forward and held
missed a service for many a day. And out both hands. Grace looked, recogwhere was Keziah Coffin?
nized her, and with a cry ran toward
At the Come-Oute- r
chapel the testi- her. Keziah took her in her arms and
fying and singing were In full blast soothed her as if she were a child.
"Well, well, dear," went on Mrs.
Coffin hurriedly.
"He will be better
soon, we'll hope. You mustn't give up
the ship, you know. Now you go and
lay down somewheres and I'll get my.
things off and see what there Is to do.
Some good strong tea might be good
for all hands, I guess likely. Where's
Hannah Poundberry?"
"She's gone to her cousin's to stay
all night I suppose 1 ought to send
tor her, but
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you was sick, Eben. So I come
right down, to help if I could."
"Thank ye You're a
woman, Keziah, even though you ain't
seen the true light yet And you're
housekeeper for that hired priest a
" He paused, and a troubled look
came over his face.
"What is it, dad?" asked Nat
"I I
Where's Gracie? She's here,
ain't she?"
"Yes, uncle, I'm here. Here I am,"
said the girl. His fingers groped for
her hand and seized it
"Yes, yes, you're here," murmured
Captain Eben. "I I for a minute or
so, I I had an awful dream about you,"
Gracie I dreamed
Never mind.
Doc, answer me this now, true and
honest, man to man: Can you keep
me here for just a little spell longer?
Can you? Try! Ten minutes, say.
Can you?"
"Of course I can. Cap'n Hammond,
what are you "
"Belay, I tell yon. Yea, I guess twas
a dream. It had to be, but 'twas so
sort of real that. I
How long have
I been this way?"
"Oh, a little while! Now just"
"Hush! Don't pull your hand away.
Gracie Nat, give me yours. That's
it Now I put them two hands together. See, doctor? See, Keziah?"
"Donjt, uncle dont!" pleaded Grace.
"Don't worry about me Think of
"No, no, you hadn't Might's well yourself, please"
Don't put me off. Just
send for a poll parrot, the critter
would be just as much good and talk' listen. I want you to marry my boy.
less. I'll look out for things, me and' after I'm gone I want you to say you
the doctor. Where's where's Nat?" will say it now, so's I can hear it
"He came in just after I sent the: Will you, Gracie?"
Grace would have withdrawn her
boy for the doctor. He's in there w ith
with him," indicating the bedroom. hand, but he would not let her. He
clung to it and to that of his son with
"Poor Nat!"
Keziah looked longingly toward the all his failing strength.
"Will you, Gracie?" he begged. "It's
door.
the last thiug I'm goin' to ask of you.
"Yes," she said slowly. "Poor fellow, it's an awful shock to him. He I've tried to be sort of good to you,
and his father are
But there! you in my way, and"
"Don't dont!" she sobbed. "Let me
tuy down on that lounge!"
Grace, protesting that she, couldn't think a minute, uncle, dear. Oh, do
sit down, she couldn't leave uncle, and let me think!"
there were so many things to do, was,
"Won't you say it. for me, Gracie?"
it last persuaded by Keziah and the pleaded Captain Eben. She hesitated
Joctor to rest for a few moments in no longer.
:he big rocker. Then Mrs. Coffin went
"Yea, nncle," she answered through
into the kitchen to prepare the tea. tears, "If Nat wants me he can have
As she went, she beckoned to Dr. me"
Parker, who joined her a moment
Keziah clasped her hands. Captain
iater.
Eben's face lit up with a great joy.
"Well, doctor?" she asked anxiously.
"Thank the Almighty!" he exThe stout,
old physician
claimed. "Lord, I do thank you.,. Nat,'
he had practiced In Trumet fc: nearboy, you're consider'ble older than she
ly thirty years shook his head.
is and you'll have to plan for her. You
"Not a single clmnce," he whispered. be a good husband to her all her days,
"He may possibly live till morning, won't ye? Why, what are you waitin"
but I doubt if he lasts an hour. It's for? Why don't you answer me?"
his heart I've expected it at any
Nat groaned aloud.
time.'
"A minute dad," he stammered.
Captain Nat was standing at the "Just give me a minute, for Heaven
ioor of the bedroom. His face was sakes! Keziah"
irawn and he had seemingly grown
"Keziah!" repeated Eben. "Keziah ?
years older since noon.
What are you talkin' to her for? She!
"He's come to himself, doc," he knows there couldn't be no better
whispered. "He don't remember how match in the world. You do know it,
't happened or anything. And he don't ye, Keziah?"
wants us all. Why! why, Keziah! are
"Yes," said Keziah slowly. "I guess
you here? You can come In, too. I
I guess you're
right, Eben."
know dad likes you and 1 guess
"Keziah Coffin," cried Nat HamWait a minute; I'll ask him." He mond, "do you tell me to marry
stepped back into the bedroom. "Yes," Grace?"
!ie nodded, returning, "you come, too.
"Ycb, Nat, I I think your father's
He wants yon."
right"
The little room, Captain Eben's own,
."Then
cisa. dC
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He Did Not Answer or Look Up.
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Mr. Cole championed New Mexico's fight

for Statehood in Congress and is authority on
the Tariff. He yriil explain its benefits to the
voters of New Mexico.
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But Ezekiel Bassett was leading, for
Captain Eben Hammond had not made
his appearance. Neither had Grace
Tan Home, for that matter, but Captain Eben's absence w as the most astonishing.
In the Regular parsonage Keriah
table
sat alone by the sitting-rooPrayer meeting and supper she had
forgotten entirely. The minister had
not come home for his evening meal,
and food was furthest from the housekeeper's thoughts. What should she
How
do? What ought She to do?
could she avert the disaster bo certain
to overwhelm those two young people
the moment their secret became
known?
She rose and again donned her bonnet and shawl. She was about to
Wow out the lamp when she heard
rapid footsteps, the sound of some
one running along the sidewalk
In front of the house. As she listened,
the footsteps sounded on the path.
Whoever the runner was he was coming to the parsonage She stepped
to the door and opened it
s'
The runner was a boy, Maria
boy Isaac, whose widowed mother lived down by the shore. He did
the chores at the Hammond tavern.
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"Keziah Cofflnl" Cried Nat Hammond,
"Do You Tell Me to Marry Grace?"
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Here is a woman who snank
John S'LasI'otmid
personal knowledge End long csreri-encjrsiiif
viz, Mrs. P. H. Iliopm" of Wil-so- ine retllitu Ui. and itraziiui p;iiv
Pa, who ssys, "I know
r v at
Tioum- - jfr Ofvonnr
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's Couct.
perience that Cham
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.spare
Remedy Is tar superior to ary ether
For croup there is nothing That
nn.
s
nivBierje of tlie hntir; ttuti
L" For sale by all dealers.
mutfieil Jino ai itsam a nuif
jit
wheeae
H. M. Beatty, lAttie Rock. Ark, I "I luive
Teudiii" ui
'tin lit
says-"For the past two years 1 suf- enonns, Mclonitia aid in tin- - rr!
fered with kidney trouble had wevere
watches this momms. Then, vliiw
pains across my back and over my
n pntitiml jucuaititmt. aud
symphony
almost
that
meant
me
death
hips
to
at times. I tised several well "knows sielis and srotuts and mime-iug- s.
pin- -!
kidney remedies, but pot no relief un- tained - a flominant 'nam Of uamc,
til 1 used Foley Kidney Pills. These
nT ttI can truthful!?- - say made me a sound Golttted iin from Hit uartjHrt
Then he said:
well
X
G. Schaefer and lestroom and puiicmiitttti itw jieuTeaif-- j
and
man."
""Evenin,' Keslah. I don't know Hpd Cross
e. he jntinutd. "Snrriiit: In nm- Drug Co.
why you're here, but "
"I heard that Grace was alone and
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"Oh, no! you'll make a good many
voyages yet"
"Not In this hulk, I wont, doctor. I
hope 111 have a new command pretty
soon. I'm trustln' in my owners and I
guess they'll do the fair thlcg by me.
Halloo, Gracie, girl! Well, your old
uncle's on his beam ends, aint be?"
Grace glanced fearfully at his face
When he spoke her came she shrank
back, as if she feared what be might
say. But he only smiled as, with the
tears streaming down her face, she
bent over and kissed him.
"There! there!" he protested. "Yon
mustn't cry. What are you cryia
about me for? I'm fit and ready for
the sea I'm goin" to salt" His eyes
wandered from his son to Mrs. Coffin.
For an instant be seemed puzzled.
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